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The Soundness Matter
1.

2.

Colin Seymour1 submits that the AAP is not justified or effective because:
i.

it proposes development on the Harbour Top and the Marina which cannot be
delivered until new legislation is passed to make it legal; and

ii.

it is contrary to LD16 saved policy BridTC33 which remains the development
plan until replaced by other policy.

Colin Seymour states, by implication, that the AAP cannot be made sound in advance
of an order under the Transport & Works Act 1992.

The AAP’s Soundness
3.

The fact that the AAP is in advance of any necessary Transport & Works Act order
(TWAO), and is therefore dependent on further action, does not of itself make it
unsound whether as a matter of law or toheerwise. The same applies when a local
planning authority sets policy with the view to the use of CPO powers. PPS12 para
5.5, for example, advises local authorities to use area action plans to provide the basis
of taking compulsory purchase action where necessary to achieve regeneration and
the benefits for local economic and environmental wellbeing that follow.

4.

In the same vein, Circular 06/04 comments that spatial planning that tackles issues
such as regeneration initiatives and improving environmental quality may involve
development that is not necessarily capable of being delivered solely or mainly through
the granting or refusal of planning permission. The Circular encourages local
authorities to take a proactive approach to achieving its spatial policy objectives,
including making use of compulsory purchase to facilitate the assembly of land where
such acquisitions can be justified in the public interest.

5.

The Bridlington Town Centre AAP sets the policies for the subsequent use by the
Council of the powers, including TWAO and CPO, that may be required for its delivery.

6.

The issue in respect of the AAP is its soundness: whether its proposals are justified by
evidence and are capable of delivery. These issues are not the same as those that
were relevant to the consideration of the orders that were made for the 2001 marina.

7.

The soundness guidance contains the relevant points. The Table below summarises
how the AAP addresses each of these.

1

Colin Seymour did not make a representation on the AAP’s soundness at Publication stage (CD20) and
therefore has no reference number.
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The Soundness Issue

The AAP’s Provisions

i.

Is it clear how the policies will meet
the AAP’s objectives?

ED02, para 3.4.1, shows how the AAP’s
policies will meet the plan’s objectives. The
Council explains, in paras 1-5 of its
response to the Inspector’s Matter 6, how
the policies provide for the delivery of the
AAP’s objectives.

ii.

Are there realistic timescales
related to the objectives?

The timescales are realistic and directly
related to the delivery of the AAP’s
objectives. The AAP sets these out at
paras 6.17-6.19 and Table 6.1.

iii. Does the AAP explain how its key
policy objectives will be achieved?

The AAP sets out a full explanation of how
its policy objectives will be achieved in
Section 5 of the plan.

iv. Are the development management
policies supportive of the strategy
and objectives?

The development management policies
play an essential part in the delivery of the
AAP’s strategy and objectives. A full
account of the support each development
management policy provides for the
strategy and objectives is set out in Section
4 of the plan. The Council sets out further
explanation in its response to the
Inspector’s Matter 5 (BridTC9, BridTC1118) and Matter 6 (BridTC10).

v.

Have the infrastructure implications The infrastructure implications have been
of the strategy and policies been
fully identified. The AAP provides for the
clearly identified?
strategy’s infrastructure needs to be
financed and delivered through Burlington
Parade (ED06 explains), the provisions of
BridTC20.2 for contributions to the
Strategic Public Realm and the Council’s
undertakings to finance and deliver the
Marina. The Council provides further
explanation in its response to the
Inspector’s Matter 6, paras 19-23.

vi. Are the delivery mechanisms and
timescales for implementation of
the policies clearly identified?

The AAP sets out the delivery mechanisms
in Section 5. The Council’s response to the
Inspector’s Matter 6 summarises the AAP’s
timescale for the delivery of the policies.

vii. Is it clear who is going to deliver
the required infrastructure and
does the timing of the provision
complement the timescale of the

The AAP explains who will deliver the
developments that will provide the needed
infrastructure at paras 5.20-5.24 and 5.825.88.
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The Soundness Issue
strategy and policies?

The AAP’s Provisions
The delivery timetable in the AAP (paras
6.17-6.19) shows that the provision of the
infrastructure complements the timescale
for the delivery of the AAP’s strategy and
policies.

The Council’s Response on the definition of land

8.

Colin Seymour submits that an AAP cannot include land covered with water.

9.

S. 336(1) of the TCPA 1990 defines land as meaning “any corporeal hereditament,
including a building, and, in relation to the acquisition of land under Part IX, includes
any interest in or right over land”. The Interpretation Act 1978, Schedule 1 defines
‘land’, as including ‘buildings and other structures, land covered with water, and any
estate, interest, easement, servitude or right in or over land.’ The Planning Acts do not
preclude the use of this definition in relation to their interpretation. Indeed, provided
that planning control is exerted over operational development and not merely flowing
water then there should be no issue. See Thames Heliports Plc v London Borough
of Tower Hamlets (1997) 74 P. & C.R. 164 where the Court of Appeal made it clear
that the banks and bed of the Thames were “land” but not simply the flowing water.

10. To the extent that it is considered any issues remain regarding the legal submissions
made by Mr Seymour, these can be dealt with by way of further legal submissions on
behalf of the LPA.

The Council’s Response on LD16, Brid33
11.

The Secretary of State’s Direction, 17 September 2007, to save the policies of the East
Yorkshire Borough Wide Local Plan does not include Brid33. The covering letter to the
SoS’s direction from Government Office Yorkshire and the Humber explains that
policies not saved by the Direction will have expired on 27 September 2007.
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Matter 2 - Approach: the Objectors’ Soundness Issues
1.

The Council responds in this paper to Representors’ responses to the Inspector’s
Matter 2. There are, however, some overlaps between the soundness issues raised by
Objectors in their Matter 2 papers and those raised in their Matter 3 papers. Where this
is the case, the Council references both responses.

2.

Objectors claim the AAP to be neither justified nor effective in respect of its approach
on the following grounds:
Objection 1.

The AAP is contrary to PPS12 in that the AAP precedes the
Council’s Core Strategy, and therefore pre-determines matters of
strategy such as the scale of housing growth in the town and the
development of the Marina (R04, Matter 2, paras 5-9; R04, Matter 3,
para 12; R31, Matter 3, paras 1-5).

Objection 2.

The AAP’s Regeneration Strategy is not the most appropriate:

Objection 2.i

The proposals will harm the operations of the Harbour and
therefore fail to achieve the AAP’s vision because (R04, Matters 2
and 3):

Objection 2.ii

a)

there is insufficient land to accommodate both the Harbour’s
operations and the development proposals for the Harbour Top
(R04, Matter 2, paras 16, 23; Matter 3, paras 2, 6);

b)

the proposals to phase the development of the Harbour Top in
advance of the Marina are ‘new’ (R04, Matter 2, paras 10-11,
15; Matter 3, para 11) and will:
(i)

extend the construction period with harmful effects to the
Harbour’s operations and for the town’s economy and
jobs, falling foul of one of the main reasons for the refusal
of the 2001 marina proposals (R04, Matter 2, para 19;
Matter 3, para 2); and

(ii)

create a ‘worst case’ risk that the projects will not be
completed (R04, Matter 2, para 16).

These alternative strategies were not considered, but should
have been because they would be more appropriate, justified
and effective:
a)

a smaller, less-disruptive, in-harbour only scheme and ‘other
marina options’ (R04, Matter 2, para 32);
1
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b)

a regeneration strategy focusing on year-round leisure
development on the Seafront, the removal of the Fun Fair,
making Princes Street into a town square with a bandstand on
Garrison Square, and providing a multi-storey car park (MSCP)
and bus interchange on the Coach Park site, a park on the
Palace Car Park site and a MSCP where the Lords Feoffees
wish to locate it (R05, 1st page);

c)

a major-size development on Princes Street and Seafront,
based on the opportunity to purchase properties in that area,
including the under-used Leisure World site (R18, Matter 4);

d)

a multi-storey car park that serves the Lords Feoffees’ tenants
and the town centre of c 200-250 spaces so as to generate
inward investment for the town centre (R31, Matter 2, paras 1822); or

e)

a revitalisation rather than a new development strategy (R18,
paras 14-15).

Objection 3

The AAP’s evidence base is not up to date with changes in the
economic climate, making the proposals out of step with the
evidence and therefore undeliverable (R04, Matter 2, para 26; R04,
Matter 3, para 16; R18, Matter 2, para 2).

Objection 4

The evidence base does not support the proposals for a hotel on
the Harbour Top or Marina (R04, Matter 3, para 3).

Objection 5

The AAP is not deliverable because there is no evidence that the
public money required to enable the developments will be
forthcoming under the coalition government and with the abolition of
Yorkshire Forward (R04, Matter 2, para 18; R04, Matter 3, paras 11,
22-25; R04, Matter 4, paras 11-14; R31, Matter 2, paras 16-17).

Objection 6

The AAP’s proposals have not taken adequate account of
sustainability considerations because the Harbour Top is in Flood
Zone 3 and there are other locations for the development proposed
(R04, Matter 2, paras 34, 36; Matter 3, para 5).

Objection 7

The AAP took inadequate account of the views of the Harbour
Commissioners, the Town Council and the Lords Feoffees (R04,
Matter 2, para 31; R05, 1st page; R31).

2
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3.

The Council sets out its response to each of these objections below.

The Council’s Response to Objection 1:
The AAP complies with PPS12.
4.

There is no requirement in PPS12 for an AAP to post-date a Core Strategy. The AAP
has been prepared in accordance with the Council’s LDS (Council’s response to
Matter 1, paras 2-3), responds to RSS policy with which the Core Strategy must also
conform, and does not pre-determine the Core Strategy’s approach.

5.

The AAP para 12 explains that there was a pressing need to progress the AAP in
advance of the Core Strategy and that there was a strategic policy basis in RSS and
the saved policies of the Joint Structure Plan for doing so. The Council’s response to
Matter 3, Appendix 3.9, sets out a full account of the strategic policy basis for the AAP.

6.

The RSS designates Bridlington a Principal Town, and directs most growth in the
region to cities and Principal Towns in line with their scale and function. Bridlington is
the largest Principal Town in the East Riding, and is also a coastal town with a
declining town centre that is in need of regeneration and requires development in line
with RSS policies. The draft National Planning Policy Framework (para 76, fourth
bullet) signals the Government’s intention to acknowledge the role of housing in
delivering vital and viable town centres.

7.

The emerging Core Strategy must conform generally to RSS policies, and the
emerging distribution of growth reflects this (LD19, Preferred Approach Core Strategy
and LD19a Further Consultation Preferred Approach Core Strategy).

8.

The Council also notes inaccuracies in R04, Matter 2, paras 5-9, in respect of the
relationship between the AAP and the emerging Core Strategy:
i.

The current consultation on the Core Strategy (LD19) does not refer to the
Bridlington Town Centre AAP because it deals with a small number of key
proposed amendments to the Preferred Approach Core Strategy. These are
set out in LD19 para 1.5. None of these are directly related to the policies that
bear directly on Bridlington in LD19.

ii.

There is not a mismatch between the AAP and the emerging Core Strategy.
The Preferred Approach Core Strategy vision is consistent with the aims and
ambitions of the AAP. This is followed through into the Bridlington Place
Statement (Chapter 2) and the Bridlington Coastal Sub Area Policy (SS9).

iii.

The AAP does not predetermine the district-wide housing or employment
strategy or distribution of growth:

3
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a) Housing – LD19 identified 3,035 dwellings to be built in Bridlington over the

Core Strategy plan period. LD19a suggests an increase to 3,570 dwellings
over the plan period (in recognition of the fact that the overall East Riding
total is proposed to increase from 20,230 dwellings to 25,500 dwellings).
Whilst this is still draft it represents a clear indication of the direction of
travel of the Core Strategy. Neither figure would undermine the aims and
objectives of the AAP. LD19 paras 4.19 and 4.20 identify the regeneration
activity in the town as a key consideration in determining the broad
distribution of housing development to Bridlington so there is a clear
recognition of what the AAP is trying to achieve.
b) Employment – LD19 policy SS9 - Bridlington Coastal Sub Area, provides

for at least 2,400 sq m of new small office and small business floorspace
will be provided in Bridlington Town Centre. It also identifies Carnaby as a
Strategic Employment Site for manufacturing, storage and distribution.
Such uses are not identified in the AAP and the policies of the AAP will not
prejudice the provisions of the Core Strategy.

The Council’s response to Objection 2:
The AAP’s strategy is the most appropriate with regard to the evidence and the
reasonable alternatives
9.

The evidence shows that the AAP’s regeneration strategy is the most appropriate
strategy, taking into account the AAP’s objectives, geographic scope and the
reasonable alternatives (Council’s response to the Inspector’s Matter 2, paras 31-37):
i.

Burlington Parade will not harm the Harbour’s operations; and

ii.

Reasonable alternatives were considered and dismissed on the grounds of the
evidence of their effectiveness, deliverability and sustainability.

The Council’s response to Objection 2.i:
The evidence shows that the Harbour Top proposals will not harm the Harbour’s
operations.
10.

The evidence does not substantiate the Commissioners’ claims that the Burlington
Parade proposals will harm the Harbour’s operations, jobs and tourism. Instead, the
evidence shows that the introduction of Burlington Parade will produce significant
benefits for the Harbour and the regeneration of the town centre, that these benefits
are achievable in advance of the Marina, and that Burlington Parade will pose no risk
to the Harbour’s operations or jobs or to the Commissioners’ finances. The evidence
shows:
i.

There will be sufficient operational land to replace that lost to the introduction of
Burlington Parade (paras 12-22 below).
4
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11.

ii.

The construction phase will not be prolonged or harmful (paras 19-23 below).

iii.

There will be no ‘worst case’ risk of an incomplete project (paras 24-30 below).

iv.

There will be no loss of jobs. Instead, there will be a very significant increase in
permanent and temporary construction jobs (paras 21-23 and 31-36-41 below).

The Council responds to each of these points in turn.
There will be sufficient operational land to replace that lost to Burlington Parade

12.

The AAP explains (e.g., paras 3.28-3.29) that it is essential, practical and possible to
deliver Burlington Parade into the Harbour Top in advance of the Marina. The Council
has worked with the Commissioners since 2007 (attached as ‘milestones’ to ED02) on
the approach to the phasing of the works necessary to do so. The aims have always
been: i) to ensure that the phasing approach enables the Harbour to operate efficiently
during construction phases and on completion; and ii) to deliver a major part of the
AAP’s objectives for regenerating the Harbour and town centre without any of the
delays that could be caused by the delivery of the more complex Marina. The AAP
(paras 36, third bullet, and paras 3.32, 3.43. 4.87 and 5.11) sets out the Council’s
undertakings both to ensure that the Harbour’s operations will not be harmed, and to
leave the Commissioners no worse off financially as a result of the proposals.

13.

The likelihood that the Burlington Parade development would need to precede the
delivery of the Marina was clear well in advance of the Commissioners’ agreement in
February 2010 to the footprint and layout of the Marina that the AAP proposes. The
Agreed Preferred Outline Layout (which is the AAP’s Marina proposal) shows that the
Marina can simply be added to the Harbour with the Burlington Parade development
already in place. The Council also wrote formally to the Commissioners in May 2011 to
explain again the need to allow for the phasing of Burlington Parade in advance of the
Marina (attached to ED02).

14.

ED05 sets out one approach to the phasing that demonstrates both that adequate land
can be made available to replace that lost to the Burlington Parade scheme, and that
the disruption can be minimised. The draft Jacobs Business Plan study shows further
options for achieving the same thing. A summary excerpt that illustrates these further
options is provided at Appendix 2.1 to this paper. ED02, para 2.72; ED05; and the
Council’s response to Inspector’s Matter 3: Key Issues, paras 18-20 also explain.

15.

The evidence shows, therefore, that there will be enough land for the Harbour to
operate efficiently, and there will be new purpose-designed facilities to replace those
lost to the introduction of Burlington Parade. The Council expects to have to finance
these costs itself, and the Commissioners, the Harbour’s users and the wider town
5
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centre will benefit accordingly. It follows, therefore, therefore that there will be no harm
to the Harbour’s operations.
16.

ED02, paras 1.5.1-1.5.3, explains that the Council is committed to continuing to work
with the Commissioners, but that the Council also has the resources and powers
needed to implement the AAP’s proposals in its own right.

17.

The Council concludes that the Commissioners have not shown that the AAP is
unsound on this issue.

18.

The Commissioners set out in Appendix A to their Response to Matter 2 a set of
reasons why they consider the proposals in the Jacobs draft report of the Business
Plan study to be incorrect, flawed or incomplete. The Council responds to each point of
the Commissioners’ points in Appendix 2.2 to this paper, and shows that none of the
Commissioners’ concerns is either well-founded, appropriate for resolution at this
stage or incapable of resolution.
The phasing proposals will not extend the construction period for the Marina.

19.

The delivery of Burlington Parade in advance of the Marina will not extend the
construction period. Instead, the phasing approach permits the delivery of Burlington
Parade and all the associated regeneration benefits it delivers for the town centre and
Harbour in advance of the longer timetable for the Marina. Burlington Parade can
operate without harm from the construction of the Marina which will take place largely
away from the town centre itself. Indeed, because it will not disrupt the town centre,
the process of building of the Marina will be a matter of interest to residents and
visitors alike.

20.

Contrary to the Commissioners’ assertion (Commissioners response to Matter 2, para
19), there are no parallels between the AAP’s proposals for the Harbour Top and
Marina and the delivery approach and construction period for the 2001 marina
scheme. The SoS’s reference that the Commissioners cite (R04, Matter 2, para 19)
was not to the marina in general but to the area of the reclaimed land (LD15a, para
21). The Inspector’s and the SoS’s concerns related to the scale of the reclaimed land,
the lack of evidence in support of the commercial development proposals on that land,
and the fact that the Council was uncertain as to the delivery timetable. The Council
had said that the reclamation works would not be begun until a developer had been
procured and, because of the scale of the developments, the Inspector and SoS
concluded that they would take many years to deliver.

21.

The Council’s response to Matter 3: the Marina (paras 12-13) explains that the
maximum area of reclaimed land proposed by the AAP’s Marina is about one-tenth of
the area that would have been reclaimed by the 2001 marina. Moreover, the AAP’s
development proposals are focused on land within the existing town centre area, and
6
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are within the evidenced capacity of the local economy to deliver and sustain. The
scale of the development on the Harbour Top is modest and is expected to take no
more than four years to plan, construct and deliver. Appendix 2.3 provides the
indicative construction period (taken from the draft report of the Jacobs Business Plan
study). The Harbour’s operations will continue throughout the construction period, with
no loss to the Harbour’s jobs or to any jobs in the town centre. Indeed, the construction
activity will create still more jobs (the Council explains in its Response to Objectors on
Matter 3, para 17).
22.

The Council does not accept the Commissioners’ assertion (Matter 2, para 19) that the
introduction of Burlington Parade into the Harbour Top regeneration could lose jobs for
the town and be a detriment to tourism. The evidence base for the AAP shows the
opposite will be the case.

23.

Burlington Parade, as the AAP explains (para 5.46) will create c 1,900 additional direct
jobs (gross) for the town centre. The construction activity will create many more
temporary jobs (c 700 person years of construction work for Burlington Parade alone).
The earlier implementation permitted by the introduction of Burlington Parade into the
Harbour Top only speeds up the delivery of these much-needed benefits for the town.
The construction activity will be phased to allow the Harbour operations to continue,
will be confined to the Harbour (leaving the rest of the town centre to operate as it
does now), and is likely to be of interest to visitors.
The phasing proposals will not create a ‘worst case’ risk that the developments will
not be completed.

24.

The phasing proposals provide a mechanism to protect the Commissioners, the
Harbour operations and users and the town centre as a whole against the risk
(however small) that there will be delays in constructing the Marina.

25.

The phasing proposals provide a solution both to the delivery of Burlington Parade and
to the regeneration of a large part of the Harbour and its integration with the town
centre. To this extent, the works to deliver the Harbour Top and improve the operating
efficiencies of the Harbour have considerable value even in the absence of the Marina.
The works would not, in any sense, be an ‘incomplete’ development or a worst case of
any kind. These works will provide for a complete and functioning phase, pending the
Marina’s delivery.

26.

The Marina, as the Agreed Outline Layout agreed with the Commissioners in February
2010 shows, would then simply be added to the Harbour. The two parts of the project
scheme would combine to a single, seamless, Harbour-cum-Marina.

27.

Finally, the introduction of Burlington Parade into the Harbour Top justifies the
Council’s investment in the new and replacement operational facilities in the Harbour.
7
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The justification is the value of the regeneration benefits for the town centre and the c
1,900 jobs that Burlington Parade and regenerated Harbour will create for the town
centre. The Harbour and the Commissioners will benefit accordingly.
28.

The Council has the resources needed to make the investment, is committed to doing
so and has made the undertakings needed to protect the Commissioners’ financial
position and their ability to carry out their statutory duties as well as their obligations to
their users and the wider community.

29.

The Council concludes, therefore, that the Commissioners have provided no evidence
to substantiate the claim that the phasing of the Harbour Top in advance of the Marina
produces a ‘worst case’ risk of an incomplete development. The Council already has
the funding required to deliver Burlington Parade (ED06 explains), and would not – of
course – begin the construction of the Marina in advance of having the capital funding
to do so.

30.

The Commissioners also suggest in their response to Matter 2 (paras 10-11 and 15)
and to Matter 3 (paras 2 and 6) that the need to allow for a phasing approach that will
deliver Burlington Parade into the Harbour Top in advance of the Marina is new, and
that the Marina is no longer the priority. Neither of these assertions is the case:
a)

The second sentence in the AAP para 3.29 states that it needs to be possible to
deliver Burlington Parade and regenerate a major part of the Harbour in advance
of the Marina. (The Council notes that the Commissioners choose to quote only
the first sentence of the AAP’s para 3.29 in their response paper on Matter 6,
para 3.)

b)

The Preferred Outline Layout of the Marina was agreed with the Commissioners
in February 2010 (the evidence is attached to ED02).

c)

The Council has discussed approaches to the phasing in of the Burlington
Parade scheme with the Commissioners since 2007 and set out the issues in full
in a letter to the Commissioners of 9 May 2011 (ED02 attachments).

d)

The Marina is a priority alongside Burlington Parade as BridTC2 provides and
AAP paras 2.35-2.37 explain. This has always been the case. Both are needed
for the town centre’s transformation, and the Council is committed to both.

Burlington Parade will cause no harm to the Harbour and therefore cause no
harm to Harbour jobs, tourism and the town centre’s economy.
31.

The Council does not accept the assertion that its investment will cause harm to the
Harbour’s operations. The Council’s reasons are set out in the AAP, the evidence base
for the AAP, ED02 and attachments, ED05, the Council’s responses to the Inspector’s
Matter 3, and Appendices 2.1-2.3 and 2.5 to this paper.
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32.

The Council also notes that the Commissioners’ response paper on Matter 2 at para
12 significantly overstates the existing numbers of jobs based in the Harbour.

33.

Bridlington’s fishing industry employed in 2010 a total of 81(proprietors and employees
in 2010, East Riding Business Register). To put this in context, in the whole of the East
Riding in 2010, there were 161 proprietors and employees in businesses registered in
the fishing industry; 81 of these were located in the three wards that make up
Bridlington. In 2009 the Inter-departmental Business Register (IDBR) recorded 65
fishing businesses, with 134 working (as proprietors and employees together) in the
fishing industry in the whole of the East Riding. These figures exclude un-registered
self-employed people and businesses without employees that are below the VAT
threshold, but will account for large share of employment in the local fishing industry
(although the Council accepts that the industry produces opportunities for casual work
that the statistics do not capture).

34.

The Council has not sought to identify the numbers working in other enterprises
located within the Harbour (the Commissioners employ 14). Nonetheless, the Council
considers it very unlikely, even if self-employed numbers are under-counted, that there
are the 300 or so further jobs in the Harbour that would be required to add up to (with
the c 81 recorded in the fishing industry and the Commissioners’ 14) the total of c 400
jobs in the Harbour that is suggested by the Commissioners.

35.

The Council, notwithstanding the fact that there are many fewer than 400 employed in
the Harbour, fully agrees that the Harbour is a very important asset for the town centre
and that it is regionally important in respect of its shellfish activities. Indeed, the fact
that the Council does agree is one of the major reasons why the regeneration and
development of the Harbour plays such a central part in the AAP’s regeneration
strategy. It is also why the AAP’s proposals include very substantial improvements to
the facilities for the fishing industry and for the commercial boating operators.
Providing for all of these is a key aim of the Marina (AAP, para 3.42 and BridTC4.1a;
LD01, para 4.16-4.22, recognises the need for these improvements if the industry is to
grow and prosper over the long term).

36.

The AAP explains that Burlington Parade creates, directly, 1,900 (gross) additional
jobs for the town’s economy in a mix of town centre uses (AAP, para 5.46). The
Council explains the catalyst role of the Harbour Top in the AAP, para 1.41.
The Council’s Response to Objection 2.ii:
Alternatives to the AAP’s regeneration strategy were considered at Issues and
Options stage and dismissed.

37.

The Issues and Options stage considered, as the discussion below explains:
a)

an in-Harbour only marina; and
9
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b)
38.

the Town Council’s preferred strategy for the regeneration of the town centre.

None of the others – para 2 above, Reason 2.ii c), d) and e) – that have been put
forward as free-standing strategies by the Objectors were appraised at Issues and
Options stage. The Council explains why in paras 39-66 below.
Objection 2.ii a – An alternative marina within the Harbour only was considered
and rejected.

39.

The Commissioners are not correct (para 37 of their response to Matter 2) that an inHarbour only scheme was not considered as an alternative to the AAP’s approach to
the Marina. The Issues and Options stage (CD14, paras 74-76 and pg 82) proposed
this alternative, and the SA/SEA considered it. The SA/SEA report (CD03, para 8.18)
explains that the in-Harbour alternative performed much less well than the combined
Harbour and Marina option that the AAP proposes. The Council has also explained
that a reasonable marina option would have to include the regeneration of the Harbour
or it would not achieve the AAP’s objectives (the Council’s response to Matter 3: the
Marina, para 23, with reference to LD02, paras 7.4i and 7.9).

40.

The evidence also shows that the Harbour on its own is too small to accommodate
even the most conservative estimate of the prospective demand for additional sailing
berths, still operate efficiently and achieve the AAP’s regeneration objectives (i.e.,
deliver the opportunities that are one the AAP’s key purposes). The evidence shows:
i.

It is not sensible to plan for the demand for berths at the bottom of the economic
cycle.

ii.

It is not sensible to invest the substantial capital required to regenerate the
Harbour and develop the Marina without allowing for the flexibility needed to
respond to an increase in demand for berths should it arise.

iii.

The Commissioners’ position is that an in-Harbour marina would have the
capacity for additional berths varying between a ‘minimum of 200 berths’ (CD17,
R4, para 3.13, second bullet, pg 14) and 250 berths (CD13, page 18, with
reference to para 2.21 of the Commissioners submission). The actual capacity of
an in-Harbour option would depend on the mix of boat types and sizes. The
application of standard guidelines to the area of water shown by the
Commissioners (as iii above) for an in-Harbour scheme would produce a
capacity figure much closer to 200 berths than 250. Both estimates are for
significantly fewer berths than the 320 berths accommodated by the Preferred
Outline Layout agreed with the Commissioners in February 2010.
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iv.

The Commissioners state that an in-Harbour scheme would provide ‘an area of
operational land (but not the whole requirement) for the associated Marina and
Harbour facilities’ (the Council’s italics, CD17, R, para 3.13). The extent and
configuration of the existing land-side areas (i.e. harbour top), however, already
limit the Harbour’s operating efficiency (Council’s response to Matter 3: the
Marina, para 33). An in-Harbour scheme would add little or no additional
operational land, and the Commissioners’ plans indicate no reorganisation of the
operational areas or activities.

41.

Therefore, the Council finds it difficult to see how the land-side requirements for a c
200 berth marina, plus the fishing and commercial activities, could be satisfactorily
provided or managed without detriment both to the Harbour’s operations and the
competitiveness of the marina offer. There would be conflicts between the different
land uses and between these and the arrangements for access, parking, storage and
maintenance.

42.

The Council concludes on the basis of this evidence that:
a)

an in-Harbour scheme would be incapable of deliver the AAP’s regeneration
objectives or achieving the vision; and

b)

the great likelihood is that an in-Harbour marina would fail to achieve even its
commercial objectives, taking into account the adverse effects on the Harbour’s
operating efficiency and its consequent appeal to the sailors it would hope to
attract.

43.

The Council could also not justify, for these reasons, any investment in such a
proposal.

44.

The Council also does not accept (Commissioners R04, Matter 2, para 37) that there is
any basis for concluding that the SA/SEA failed to place enough weight on the
Harbour’s value to the town’s economy. CD03 placed the weight needed to conclude
that the Harbour’s regeneration together with a marina would be more beneficial than
alternatives that would neither optimise the Harbour’s value to the town centre nor
capture the unmet demand for sailing berths on Yorkshire’s east coast.

45.

In contrast, the proposed first phase of the AAP’s Marina – the Harbour Top
development – will reconfigure and increase the amount of operational land, improve
the efficiency of the Harbour’s operations and replace, with new purpose-designed
facilities, those displaced by the new development. The Council expects to finance the
investment that makes all of this possible, and has undertaken to ensure the
Commissioners are also no worse off financially. All of the gains are proposed by the
AAP at no cost to the Commissioners because of their evidenced value to delivering
the AAP’s objectives and achieving the vision.
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46.

PLB (SD03) did not need, therefore, to consider an in-harbour alternative to the AAP’s
Marina proposal (as the Commissioners’ responses to Matter 2 (para 32) and Matter 3
(para 18) suggests they should have).

47.

The Commissioners have been working with the Council over many years on ‘marina
options’ – indeed, since 2003 when the 2001 marina proposal was refused. The
chronology of the working relationship is attached to ED02.
Objection 2.ii b – The Town Council’s alternative strategy was considered and
the AAP’s regeneration strategy incorporates many parts of it.

48.

Large parts of the Town Council’s preferred alternative strategy (R05, first page of the
response to the Inspector’s Matters) were also considered at the AAP’s Issues and
Options stage (CD14, Issues 2 and 4, paras 4.17-4.21 and pg 80). These formed parts
of the Council’s preferred option for restructuring the town centre, removing longstanding market failures, taking advantage of its assets and opportunities and
endowing it with needed parking infrastructure and public realm.

49.

The Town Council’s preferences for the Town Centre Seafront, the improvements in
public realm, a new heart for the town centre and a new park became parts of the
AAP’s proposals for Burlington Parade (BridTC3), the Strategic Public Realm
(BridTC5) and the Town Centre Seafront (BridTC6).

50.

The Town Council’s alternative strategy, however, provides only a partial response to
the evidence. In particular, the Town Council’s alternative strategy fails to tackle one of
the principal reasons why the town centre has declined: its very poor performance as a
shopping centre.

51.

As a consequence, all alternatives that did not include deliverable solutions to the
delivery of the shopping developments and other town centre uses required for its
regeneration performed less well on the sustainability appraisal (CD03, Section 8,
paras 8.17 and 8.19).

52.

The Town Council’s alternative strategy therefore would neither deliver the AAP’s
regeneration objectives nor achieve the vision. The reasons why are:
i.

The Town Council’s alternative strategy would fail to tackle many of the critical
reasons why the town centre underperforms. As a consequence, notwithstanding
its benefits, these benefits alone could not return the town centre as a whole to
vitality and viability.
Only the radical approach proposed by the AAP is capable of resolving the town
centre’s structural problems and removing the market failures that account for
12
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this (Appendix 3.1 to the Council’s response to the Inspector’s Matter 3).
Changes to the Seafront are desirable, but on their own would be inadequate to
reverse the town centre’s decline.
ii.

The relocation of the Fun Fair and related amusements is not within the
geographic scope of the AAP. It would clearly be short-sighted to change the role
of the Town Centre Seafront without making provision for a critical mass of
seasonal activities elsewhere. An alternative location would require the
infrastructure and other amenities to ensure that the ‘offer’ thrives and continues
to deliver income and jobs for Bridlington.

iii.

A town square at Princes Street is not central to the town, and would fail to
achieve the objective of providing it with a ‘heart’. This is proposed at Queen
Street / Bridge Street because a Town Square at this location connects the
established town centre shopping core with the Harbour and the new
developments at Burlington Parade. In other words, it is at the heart of the town
centre. A Town Square at Bridge Street / Queen Street also provides very good
connections to the Town Centre Seafront, Princes Street and Garrison Square.
BridTC5 also includes for investment in the public realm on the Seafront, Princes
Street and their connections with the Harbour and new Town Square, achieving
still more of the Town Council’s aims.

iv.

A multi-storey car park on the Coach Park site is too far from the established
shopping core to be of any significant value to it (particularly if Palace Car Park
no longer provided parking spaces for the existing shopping core). The Park and
Ride provides for the additional parking capacity the town centre requires during
the summer season, and the complementary infrastructure was designed to
divert the traffic this parking generates away from the town centre. The evidence
on the Park and Ride’s first year of operation shows that it has succeeded in
doing so. As a result, it has had the benefits intended in reducing seasonal traffic
congestion in the town centre.
Additionally, the disposal of the Coach Park site to enable the delivery of the unit
shops site generates a valuable receipt for investing in the Gypsey Race park
and the decked car parks on the Palace Car Park site and the Harbour Top.
Without the benefit of this receipt, the Council would have to find alternative
sources of funding to create the multi-storey car parks. Given the alternative and
more beneficial uses to which the Coach Park site can be put, the Council could
not justify this approach in the public interest.

v.

The AAP provides both for a new park and a MSCP on the site of the Palace Car
Park (and land adjoining it). The AAP therefore both achieves the Town
Council’s aims for a park in that location, and will locate a decked car park where
it will be close to and benefit the established shopping core. It has also been a
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long standing planning policy to deck the Palace Car Park (LD16, saved policy
Brid32).

53.

vi.

The AAP provides for a bus station that is well-linked to the railway station,
achieving the Town Council’s aim, but in a location that is closer to the
established shopping core than a bus-rail interchange would be on the Coach
Park site. The AAP helps to achieve the Council’s commitment (in Bridlington
and the rest of the East Riding) to improving the appeal of public transport,
cycling and walking as alternatives to the private care. The interchange in the
location the AAP proposes is a key part of the local strategy for doing so.

vii.

The AAP also achieves a range of further advantages by relocating the Tesco
store to the Coach Park site. These further advantages include:
a)

the release of a key part of the land to be assembled to create a site of the
size and configuration that will be capable of attracting the investment
needed to deliver the critically important unit shops anchor for the town
centre. The unit shops scheme will address one of the principal reasons for
the town centre’s decline: the absence of a retail offer capable of attracting
to the town centre at least half the catchment’s expenditure on comparison
goods. This capability is the defining characteristic of a vital and viable
town centre of Bridlington’s size, position in the settlement hierarchy and
relative geographic isolation;

b)

the siting of the unit shops anchor, close to the established retail core at
Chapel Street / King Street and connected to it by an existing shopping
street that the AAP proposes to widen to create ‘Burlington Pavement’
(exactly the ‘alternative’ – albeit not on Hilderthorpe Road – that Gordon
Gresham (R18) proposes in his response to Matter 4 to link the Coach
Park site to Bridge Street);

c)

the solution to the problematic impact of the Tesco’s existing store (its
layout, car park and boundary wall) on the setting of the listed railway
station, Station Approach and Quay Road at one of the main gateways into
the town centre; and

d)

the receipt to the Council that it will ring-fence for investment in the rest of
Burlington Parade, helping to make it feasible to finance the works to
create the Gypsey Race park, provide modern decked parking to serve the
existing the town centre and deliver the replacement land and new
operational facilities for the Commissioners in the Harbour Top.

The AAP accommodates the main planks of the Town Council’s alternative strategy,
albeit in two instances in different locations (the bus-rail interchange and new Town
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Square). In both of these, the evidence shows the AAP’s locations will better support
the established core of the town centre and therefore be more effective in delivering
the town centre’s regeneration objectives and achieving the vision.
54.

The AAP (BridTC6) would support the relocation of the Fun Fair away from the Town
Centre Seafront, positively promotes the changes of use the Town Council seeks,
provides for the public realm improvements (BridTC5), and would be supportive of the
creation of a bandstand (or anything else that meets the objectives of BridTC6 for the
change of function of the Town Centre Seafront).

55.

The Council also explains in its response to the Inspector’s Matter 4 (paras 29-30) that
had resources permitted, and the demand evidence warranted it, the AAP’s
regeneration strategy would have provided for the major redevelopments on the Town
Centre Seafront that the Town Council and Barry Guildford wish to see (response to
Matter 5, a-c). There are two reasons why it has not:
i.

The AAP, to be deliverable, must work within the capacity of the local economy
to generate the demand to deliver new development (i.e., within the levels of
demand that exist) and within the resources available to the public sector to lever
the development (which is the Council alone now that Yorkshire Forward has
been abolished).
As a consequence, the AAP’s strategy has had to make choices as to how best
to make use of both of these scarce resources. The main task is to arrest the
town centre’s decline and put in place the conditions, and endow it with the
assets (infrastructure and public realm) that are needed to secure its long term
prosperity.
The AAP therefore focuses, so as to deliver its objectives and achieve the vision,
on the radical changes required to tackle the reasons why the town centre is
declining and remove the worst of the market failures that account for its
performance. Burlington Parade and the Marina accommodate most of the new
demand that the local economy is capable of regenerating, and absorb the
substantial resources the Council is committing to the town centre’s
regeneration.

ii.

The AAP is required to seek out and evaluate reasonable alternatives promoted
by the Council and others.1 The regulations state that ‘reasonable alternatives’
are defined by the objectives and geographical scope of the plan. Identifying
(and enabling) the delivery of a reasonable alternative and competitive location
for the Fun Fair and other seasonal amusements would have been beyond the
geographical scope of the AAP.

1

This requirement is set by national policy, PPS12 para 4.38 with reference to the Environmental Assessment
of Plans and Programmes Regulations (Article 5(1) of the SEA Directive 2001/42/EC).
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56.

The AAP nonetheless considered these alternatives. The Town Council’s proposals for
the Town Centre Seafront are included in BridTC6. Although BridTC6 does not seek
the relocation of the Fun Fair, its relocation would be consistent with that policy.
Objection 2.ii c – The AAP did not consider a free-standing strategy based on a
major-size redevelopment on Princes Street and Seafront on the basis that it
would not have been a reasonable alternative for achieving the AAP’s
objectives.

57.

The alternative of a large development on the Seafront would not have been a
reasonable alternative and was not separately evaluated as a strategy. Development
on the Seafront, however, was included as part of the overall strategy for the town
centre that was evaluated.

58.

The Council explains at para 54 55 above the choices that had to be made. Key parts
of the evidence base related to the adverse effects of the seasonal seaside activities
on the year round business of the shopping core, and the need to focus on clawing
back the very significant levels of year round shopping expenditure that are lost, year
on year, to centres that compete with Bridlington. The Seafront is not a retail location
(shops do not need views, for example), and there was no evidence that there was a
commercial requirement for a Seafront leisure use. The Council explains at para 54 55
that public money is a limited resource that must be used to greatest effect in levering
regeneration – most especially by removing market failures.

59.

The Council expects that with the delivery of the AAP’s major developments – and the
significant additional customers they will generate for the town centre – the Seafront
will become an attractive location, for the market, for commercial investment in the
range of uses that BridTC6 promotes.
Objection 2.ii d – The Lords Feoffees’ alternative car parking strategy for
attracting inward investment

60.

The principle of the Lords Feoffees’ car park was also considered at Issues and
Options stage (CD14, pages 103-104), albeit not as an alternative regeneration
strategy (Lords Feoffees’ response to Matter 2, paras 11 and 22-23).

61.

As a discrete alternative strategy for regenerating the town centre – the construction of
a 200-250 space multi-story car park on the land owned by the Lords Feoffees – the
Lord Feoffees’ proposal would not have met the criterion of ‘reasonableness’ as an
alternative for delivering the AAP’s objectives and achieving the vision.
Notwithstanding the benefits of a well-designed, suitably sited, car park for contributing
to the delivery of one of the AAP’s objectives (Strategic Objective 4), the scheme
would not tackle many other of the reasons why the town centre has declined.
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62.

As an alternative strategy for regenerating the town centre based on the Lords’ car
park proposal, therefore, was not separately assessed. While the evidence shows that
the way parking is provided plays a part in explaining why the town centre
underperforms, neither the Lords’ car park nor any other car parking strategy alone
can restore the town centre’s vitality and viability. The Council considers there to be no
evidence that shows that ‘inward investment’ on the scale required to regenerate the
town centre would follow from the delivery of the Lords’ proposed car park. The Lords
have not provided any such evidence, although the Council does not doubt that the
commercial success of the Lords’ properties requires adequate car parking. But this
fact is not equivalent to evidence that the town centre’s vitality and viability will be
recovered through the delivery of the Lords’ car park proposal.

63.

Attachment 3.2.3 to the Council’s response to the Inspector’s Matter 3 provides the
officer’s report that explains the reasons why the Council’s planning officer has
recommended the refusals of the Lord Feoffees’ present proposal for a car park (its
January 2010 planning application). There are further reasons over and above the
effect of the proposal on compromising the AAP’s proposals for Burlington Parade and
pre-determining the outcome of the AAP’s examination. Appendix 2.4 to this paper
updates the Council’s most recent effort to find a compromise solution with the Lords
and the Lords’ response (a further effort over and above the proposals provided in
Attachment 3.2.3 to the Council’s response to Matter 3).
Objection 2.ii e – The AAP did not separately evaluate a ‘revitalisation rather
than redevelopment’ strategy because the approach would not have been a
reasonable alternative.

64.

Revitalisation (as suggested by R18, paras 14-15) was not evaluated as a separate
strategy. The option is not a strategy as such, and would have been contrary to the
evidence as to the corrections required to the reasons for the town centre’s
underperformance. Again, because public money is scarce, the Council’s obligation is
to expend it in the ways that the evidence shows will produce the greatest returns in
arresting the town centre’s decline and restoring its prosperity.

65.

In Bridlington, the evidence suggests that many businesses struggle to generate the
profits needed to invest in and maintain their properties to the high standards sought
by the AAP. Grant money, for example, for the revitalisation needed to improve shop
fronts, would not alter the profitability of the businesses. The benefits, therefore, would
be short-lived. For improvements in profitability, many more customers need to be
attracted to the town centre so that all of the businesses have the chance to compete
for the additional trade. For that to happen, ‘anchor’ developments are required, and
the AAP proposes these.

66.

In summary, the Council concludes that no objector has put forward a reasonable
alternative to the AAP’s strategy that has not been assessed and rejected as sub17
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optimal given the AAP’s objectives and geographical scope, or that the AAP has not
taken on board and includes part of its regeneration strategy.

The Council’s Response to Objection 3:
The evidence base is up to date and is robust.
67.

The evidence base is up to date and is in line with the requirements of PPS12, para
4.37. It includes facts, robust analyses and the views of Bridlington’s communities and
stakeholders. The AAP Appendix 1 summarises the facts and analyses, and the full list
of sources is provided in para 2. The Council’s responses to Matter 2, paras 31-32,
and to Matter 3: Burlington Parade, paras 12-16, 28-29, and to Matter 3, Appendix 3.8,
summarise.

68.

Although the economy has suffered a recession, it has returned to growth. Growth
levels are low, but a return to trend rates (2-2.5% pa) is widely expected within two or
fewer years (in contrast to previous recessions when the recovery growth rates have
been well in excess of long term trends).

69.

The retail evidence was updated in 2010 to take account of the recession, both the
retail work specifically for Bridlington (SD09) and for the district as a whole (SD08).
The housing, retail, leisure and office markets are continually monitored and the
effects on values and the deliverability of Burlington Parade are kept up to date as
explained fully in ED06. There have been no changes in Bridlington or its catchment
that have a bearing on the demand evidence which underpins the AAP’s proposals.

70.

The Inspector who carried out the front-loading visit on the AAP in February 2010
(CD09) clarified:
‘In terms of the evidence base, the evidence on retailing appears to be relatively up-to-date.
Whilst the recession may have impacted on forecasts, it would be wrong, in the Inspector’s
view, to base predictions on what could well be the bottom of the market. In his view, there
may be scope for a very brief up-dating paper which gives an informed opinion on likely
timetables for recovery.’

71.

The Council nonetheless commissioned updates of the retail evidence (SD08, SD09)
following the front-loading visit alongside the work commissioned on the other markets
that is taken into account by the development appraisals as explained by ED06.

72.

The Commissioners’ contention (their response to Matter 2, para 26) that the evidence
on the demand for sailing berths is flawed is also not substantiated by the evidence.
The Council explains above (paras 39-41 44-51) why an in-Harbour scheme cannot
accommodate even a 200 berth scheme without harm to the Harbour’s operational
efficiency and raising serious doubts as to the commercial appeal of the offer.
Moreover, Hull’s marina is handicapped by the difficulties of navigation on the heavily
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tidal River Humber and the 25 mile trip to open water – disadvantages that even its
very good facilities cannot compensate for. The AAP’s marina adjoins excellent sailing
waters and would have no such navigation difficulties or tidal restrictions.
73.

The Council also notes that the Royal Yorkshire Yacht Club is unreservedly opposed
to an in-Harbour only marina (ED19).

The Council’s Response to Objection 4:
The evidence base supports the delivery of a hotel and its location in
accordance with the AAP’s sequential preference.
74.

The AAP’s evidence for the hotel is summarised in the AAP, Appendix 1, at paras 7782. The AAP does not, contrary to the Commissioners’ statements (response to Matter
3, para 6), either rely on or make use of the evidence either in the East Riding Tourism
Accommodation Study 2009 (LD12) or the Bridlington Benchmarking & Visitor Study
2009 (LD13). Nor does the AAP rely or use this evidence to justify the allocation of the
Harbour Top or Marina as the sequentially preferred locations for the AAP’s proposed
hotel (Commissioners’ response to Matter 3, para 3). The Council responds to both of
the Commissioners’ statements below.

75.

Although the AAP does not rely on the evidence in LD12 to justify the proposal for a
hotel, the fact is that the evidence in LD12 wholly corroborates the AAP’s position in
respect of the need for a hotel. For example:

76.

i.

LD12, para 4.57 notes that the offer in Bridlington (and the much smaller
Hornsea and Withernsea) is ‘one-dimensional at present’; that though it provides
a satisfactory experience for the high level of repeat visitors, the overall offer is
not diversified enough to attract new visitors and there is a need to diversify the
offer. LD12 concludes that (para 4.60) ‘the development of strategically
identified, appropriately scaled and aesthetically designed accommodation
projects will form a critical part of this process’.

ii.

LD12, para 5.11, states that additional development in Bridlington will be
required to improve quality and raise standards in key parts of the visitor offer,
including ‘developing new accommodation, especially in terms of large-scale,
quality serviced provision’ that ‘should be designed to cater for leisure and
business visits’ and ‘improving the shopping experience’. Para 5.12 goes onto to
note that the AAP provides for these changes.

LD13 has no direct relevance to the case for or against a hotel in the town centre.
LD13 deals solely with the views of visitors who already visit Bridlington. The AAP’s
aim, in contrast, is to attract those who do not visit Bridlington, while not losing those
who do (something the LD 13 report itself, pg 66, states is required).
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77.

The Council notes nonetheless that the findings in LD13 provide some general
corroboration for the AAP’s evidence base. For example, LD13 Tables 11.35, with
more detailed criticisms in Tables 11.15-11.16, show that more than twice the
proportion of visitors surveyed in Bridlington would have liked to see improvements in
the town’s environmental quality and the shops than the average proportion of visitors
who would like to see these improvements in other places in the Yorkshire & Humber
region.

78.

The Council also notes that the LD13 sample of overnight visitors that was surveyed in
Bridlington totalled just 84 (LD13, Table 2.2), a number that is far too small to allow
any reliable conclusions to be drawn from the survey results. As the benchmarking
report itself states, a sample of at least 400 respondents (which was achieved for other
parts of the survey) would be the minimum required (LD13 para 5).

79.

The need for, and value of, a branded full service hotel to the town centre cannot be
doubted. The challenge instead is attracting the investment in the first place. The
Council explains in its response to Matter 3: Burlington Parade why the Harbour Top
site offers the town centre the greatest chance of rising to this challenge, and in a
location that is also well-related to the Spa so as to provide support for the
development of the Spa’s conference and event trade (Council’s response to Matter 3:
Burlington Parade, paras 12-16, with specific reference to the hotel in para 15.iv). The
Council explains why it is necessary to give priority to Burlington Parade and the
Marina for the hotel in its response to Matter 5: Development Management Policies,
paras 34-35.

80.

Both the Inspector and the Secretary of State, in their consideration of the 2001 marina
proposal, accepted the value of a hotel to Bridlington’s economy and the role of a
marina in helping secure this investment. The Inspector noted in his report the need for
and value of a hotel well-related to the Spa (LD15 para 11.181). The SoS (LD15a,
para 12), in the context of commenting on the case in favour of the marina, referred to
the Inspector’s view that ‘a marina development with additional landside facilities,
including in particular the refurbishment of ... [the] Spa and the building of a substantial
hotel’ would achieve the ‘objective and benefits’ sought.

81.

The Council therefore concludes that the Representors have not shown the AAP to be
unsound on the basis of its approach, the evidence base and the principal
development projects.

The Council’s Response to Objection 5:
The AAP is deliverable.
82.

The Commissioners (R04, response to Matter 2, para 29, and to Matter 3, paras 2225) R04) and Lords Feoffees (R031, response to Matter 2, para 16, and to Matter 3,
paras 11-13) contend that the AAP is not deliverable.
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83.

The Council has set out all the reasonable evidence necessary to show that this is not
the case. The Council has made clear that it has the resources needed to deliver
Burlington Parade, has reserved a substantial dowry towards the funding required for
the Marina, and it is confident it can raise the remainder of the capital required.
i.

ED06 explains that the development appraisals for Burlington Parade have been
updated year on year. The appraisals continue to show that the gap between the
costs to the Council of enabling the development (assembling the site and
forward-funding the infrastructure and public realm) and the value to the Council
in receipts on disposal of the development opportunities lies comfortably within
the funding ceiling that the Council has set. ED06 also explains that the Council
cannot declare the details of this information without prejudicing its ability to
deliver best value for public money.

ii.

ED02 para 1.4.1 explains that the AAP’s proposals have never been dependent
on Yorkshire Forward.

iii.

ED02 para 1.4.2 sets out the funding mix for the Marina.

iv.

ED02 para 1.4.3 explains that the Council does not doubt that it can fund the
Marina. The Council also notes, again with reference to the SoS’s decision letter
on the 2001 marina (LD15a) and the parts of Inspector’s report he chose to note
that the Inspector (LD15, para 11.184, LD15a, para 12) considered ‘that the
proposals would be reasonably capable of attracting the funding which would be
needed’.

84.

The Council also points out that the delivery of the AAP’s Marina does not rely on
commercial or housing development for which no demand evidence has been
provided. Instead, the AAP’s proposals lie entirely within the evidenced capacity of the
economy, within the AAP’s plan period, to deliver and sustain the mix and scale of
development proposed (within Burlington Parade, on reclaimed land in the town centre
and taking into account the types and scale of development likely to be forthcoming in
the rest of the AAP area as promoted by the AAP). The AAP explains the demand
which has been planned for at paras 1.22-1.32 and Appendix 1, paras 26-31 and 6371, 77-82 and 84-94).

85.

The draft Jacobs Business Plan study also shows that the regenerated Harbour /
Marina’s revenues will cover the operating costs and generate sufficient surpluses to
renew the built fabric and equipment. An excerpt from the draft Business Plan study
summarises the study’s findings on this issue and is provided as Appendix 2.5 to this
paper.

86.

The Commissioners do not state how or by whom they have been ‘informed that there
is serious doubt’ that the AAP’s principal schemes, particularly the Marina, can be
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delivered (response to Matter 2, para 28, and Matter 3, para 22). Given that the
Council will be financing the delivery of the principal schemes and has made no such
statement, the Council rejects this claim. The Council imagines that the origin of the
‘serious doubt’ relates to the Commissioners’ misunderstanding of the statements
recorded in the minutes of the Council’s Cabinet meeting of 21 September 2010
(LD13, para 8.1, approved by minute 4003). As the AAP states, and the Council has
stated in its submissions to the Inspector for the AAP’s examination and many times in
its correspondence with the Commissioners, the Council is fully committed to the
delivery of the AAP’s proposals and has the backing of its members required to deliver
on its commitment.
87.

The Council concludes therefore that neither the Commissioners nor the Lords
Feoffees have provided any justification for their view that the AAP is unsound
because the Council lacks the resources, powers or commitment to deliver the AAP’s
principal projects.

Council’s Response to Objection 6:
The AAP’s proposals have taken sustainability considerations into account
88.

The Commissioners state that the AAP is unsound because the proposals for the
Harbour Top lie within Flood Zone 3 (Commissioners response to Matter 2, paras 34).

89.

The Environment Agency, however, is content with the Council’s approach and
considers it to comply with the requirements of PPS25. The Council addresses this
question and cites the relevant references in its response to Matter 3: Burlington
Parade at paras 17-19.

90.

The Council concludes that the Commissioners’ statement does not substantiate its
view that the AAP is unsound on sustainability grounds.

Council’s Response to Objection 7:
The AAP has taken fully into account the views of the Commissioners, the
Lords Feoffees and the Town Council
91.

The attachment to ED02 accounts the long working relationship the Council has had
with the Commissioners. Attachment 3.2.3 to Appendix 3.2 of the Council’s response
to Matter 3 shows the long working relationship with the Lords Feoffees on their car
park. CD20.3 documents the large number of consultations with the Town Council.

92.

The Council, however, is obliged to have regard for the evidence as well as the views
of stakeholders as to what options will be most effective and deliverable in achieving
the AAP’s objectives and leading to its vision. The evidence shows that the AAP’s
proposals for the Burlington Parade and Marina schemes are the best-performing, all
matters considered, and that these are justified and effective. Moreover, many of the
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elements of the Town Council’s own proposals (and indeed the Lords Feoffees’) are
promoted by the AAP.
93.

It is quite simply not true that the Council has neither solicited nor taken into account
the views of all of these. The three formal Reports of Consultation prepared by the
Council during the AAP’s preparation records exactly how each of the submissions the
Council has received has been taken into account and the Council’s reasoning. The
Council has also met separately many times with the Lords (CD19, Appendix 3.2 to
Matter 3), the Commissioners (attachments to ED02) and the Town Council (CD20.3)
to listen to the views of each and discuss (and the case of the Commissioners and
Lords to work up) the AAP’s proposals.

The Council’s Conclusions on the AAP’s Soundness on Matter 2
94.

The Council concludes that none of the Representors has shown that the AAP is not
justified or effective in respect of the issues in the Inspector’s Matter 2.

95.

Contrary to the Inspector’s request, the Objectors do not set out what changes on the
Matter 2 issues they would require to the AAP to make it sound. The Council infers,
however, one or other or all of the following would be needed – to which the Council
the responds as shown:
i. The AAP would have to withdraw the proposals for Burlington Parade in the
Harbour Top.

96.

The AAP explains why the Harbour Top plays an essential part in the regeneration
strategy; and the Council provides further details, and cites the relevant parts of the
AAP, in its response to the Inspector’s Matter 3: Burlington Parade, paras 12-15. The
withdrawal of the Harbour Top proposals would compromise, therefore, the delivery of
the AAP’s objectives and the achievement of the vision.
ii.The AAP would have to promote an in-Harbour only marina that would be
delivered by the Commissioners as and when they propose.

97.

The Council has explained above why this option was dismissed by the Sustainability
Appraisal, and why it would not technically, operationally or in terms of its value to the
town centre’s regeneration either deliver the AAP’s objectives or achieve the vision.
iii. The Council would have to provide concrete evidence that all of the capital
funding for the Marina is in place, commit to no changes in the Harbour until the
Marina can be delivered as an ‘all at once scheme’ and accept an all-at-once
approach to the delivery of Burlington Parade in the Harbour Top, the Harbour’s
regeneration and the Marina.

98.

These are unreasonable requirements. The Council has provided what evidence it can
that the Marina is fundable and has made the commitments needed to raise the
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finance. It is also notable that the Inspector and SoS accepted – for the purposes of a
direction for deemed planning consent and a Transport & Works Act order – that the
much larger 2001 marina had ‘reasonable prospects’ of being funded. The AAP is
neither an application nor an order; instead it merely, but critically, lays the ground for
these subsequent steps.
99.

Finally, the construction works would need in practice to be phased under any
scenario. The AAP’s approach – delivering Burlington Parade as a first phase of the
Marina – has the advantage of self-containment, with the benefits that follow for
regeneration and risk management. The all-at-once approach creates otherwise
avoidable delays in the delivery of pressing regeneration and job creation benefits for
the town, and has no built-in risk management mechanism.

100. The Council concludes that none of these changes would be anything other than
detrimental to achieving the AAP’s objectives. The Council concludes therefore that
the Commissioners changes would make the justified and effective AAP unsound.
101. The Lords Feoffees maintain that the plan would be sound if evidence were provided
on the AAP’s fundability and the Lords were allowed to develop the car park that is the
subject of their January 2010 planning application.
102. The Council has provided the evidence required on the fundability of Burlington
Parade; to provide any more would compromise the commercial deliverability of the
proposals.
103. The Council’s planning officer has recommended, for the reasons set out in the
officer’s report, that the application be refused (Attachment 3.2.3 to Appendix 3.2 to
the Council’s response to Matter 3). The grounds go well beyond the conflict with
BridTC3.The Council has worked hard with the Lords Feoffees to come up with a car
park layout and design that would meet the Lords’ objectives, contribute to the
objectives for Burlington Parade, be capable of delivery in advance of Burlington
Parade and overcome the reasons that refusal has been recommended. The Lords
have rejected all of these on grounds the Council considers to be unreasonable (see
Appendix 2.4 to this paper provides the most recent exchange (10 November 2011)
between the Council and the Lords Feoffees in response to the Council’s most recent,
12 October 2011, effort to find a compromise car park layout).
104. The Lords Feoffees have also submitted no evidence to show that their car park would
lead to the inward investment it asserts it will. All of the evidence for the AAP shows
that it is improbable that a single car park could have any significant impact on
returning the town centre as a whole to vitality and viability.
105. The Council cannot accept therefore that the Lords Feoffees’ proposals for making the
AAP sound have the merits claimed.
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106. The Town Council’s alternative strategy for the town centre is already largely promoted
by the AAP, but is partial (paras 4854-56 above). The Town Council’s proposals fail to
address the single most important shortcoming in the town centre’s performance. The
Council therefore cannot accept that the grounds the Town Council advances are a
reason for finding the AAP unsound or for amending the AAP’s approach.
107. The AAP provides a plan-led basis for preparing the planning application and
Transport & Works Act order required to deliver the Harbour Top development. The
AAP is not a planning application, nor is it a Transport & Works Act order (TWAO). The
detailed tests applicable to a planning application and TWAO do not, therefore, apply
to the AAP.
108. The obligation on the AAP is to show that its strategy, having regard for the reasonable
alternatives, is justified by the evidence, will deliver the AAP’s objectives and achieve
its vision. The AAP’s evidence base satisfies this obligation and provides very
considerable detail on the deliverability of the AAP’s proposals. The evidence base
shows in some detail that there is at least one solution, and in some instances more
than one, for resolving every challenge entailed in the sustainable design and
construction of the Marina and the Harbour Top in advance of the Marina.
109. The Council concludes that the Objectors do not show, on the issues raised by Matter
2, that the AAP fails any of the tests of soundness.
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APPENDIX 2.2:
Council’s Response to Appendix A in the Commissioners (R04) Response
Paper on Matter 2
The Council responds to the Commissioners’ Appendix A to Matter 2 as set out in the Table
below.
Appendix A
paragraph
reference

The Council’s Response

6.2

The improvements the Commissioners list are not imminent. They are still at
the developmental stage and there is no evidence of funding.

7.1

Dredging is an annual ongoing expenditure item, which has to be
undertaken every 4-6 weeks, typically extracting 15,000-20,000 tons of
material. The annual cost of the licence for the dredging and disposal of
dredged material is £7,200; the annual hire of dredger costs c£ 40,000 pa
(£35,000 in year ending March 2011). The Council has no information or
knowledge of ‘a major dredging campaign’.

7.3, 7.4

The berthing and on-shore fishing facilities set out in the AAP proposals
would give the industry even greater confidence and stimulate investment.

11

Agreed! The Preferred Outline Layout is the agreed basis for developmental
work on the scheme. Accordingly, the same plan (configuration, size, etc) is
the basis for the AAP’s proposals (CD01).

12 - 24

As with any outline plan, further concepts, plans and ideas are subsequently
tabled for discussion and/or to clarify certain points. This applies to the
West8 drawings dated July 2010 (ref Appendix A, Figure A2) which in any
event pre-dates the Publication AAP. They were not intended or presented
other than for discussion or illustration. They are architectural concepts and
not intended to deviate from the agreed plan or to be scaled off for
construction purposes.

25 – 29

The same comments apply to the West8 drawings dated November 2010
(ref Figure 3). The purpose and status of these plans is being
misunderstood or misinterpreted. The Council has not deviated from the
agreed layout. There are many detailed technical issues to explore, discuss
and agree in respect of the Harbour Top and replacement operational land
and facilities. That process requires a meaningful dialogue and agreement
of details in due course. The details will not be based on architectural
concept plans.

30

The land exchange proposal plan (ref Figure A4) was specifically produced
to clarify apparent misunderstandings about the Council’s intentions at the
Harbour Top.
The additional notes/annotations by BHC regarding ownership of the
Harbour water or seabed and / or leased areas from ERYC are irrelevant to
the purpose of the plan.
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Appendix A
paragraph
reference

The Council’s Response

The plan shows the existing and proposed configuration of existing and
proposed ownerships and operational areas; it is self explanatory and the
calculations show that the operational land area is not reduced. Furthermore
it presents a cohesive and regular shaped operational area which will be
supplemented by undercroft parking in the commercial harbour top
development.
The existing Harbour has three vehicular access/egress points; a disjointed
& irregular vehicular and quayside access network due to the ownership
patterns and public pedestrian access partly at ground and partly on an
elevated section with stairs, ramps, etc.
The proposed scheme has two access/egress points with the scope to
locate and manage vehicular, quayside and pedestrian access in a more
effective, efficient and safe manner all at ground level.
All harbours and marinas have quayside access and vehicular routes,
usually integrated in the paving scheme rather than defined or kerbed
roadways, this scheme is no different and much will depend on the detailed
design and management regime.
35, 37, 38 &
39 (a-h)

All these points concern access details. A detailed response is possible to
all of them but the overriding points are:
(i)
the plans are ‘work in progress’;
(ii)
these are very detailed points (and/or misinterpretation) that can
and will be progressed as part of the developmental process;
and
(iii)
when firm plans have been produced and agreed between the
parties, there is still a detailed statutory planning and highway
process that has to be undertaken. The proposals will of course
comply with all relevant standards.

36

The concept of a Gypsey Race corridor and pedestrian access from the
Station through to the Harbour remains a key element of the proposals.
Whether the pedestrian link is below or above ground at Bridge Street does
not detract from the principles or the soundness of the proposals.
Current technical work suggests that a satisfactory link can be achieved at
Bridge Street ground level.
The Gypsey Race was never intended to be diverted at Bridge Street. It was
and remains a ‘decorative feature’ or ‘interpretation’ in the Harbour section,
possibly as part of the paving scheme but not in a manner which materially
interferes with the operational quayside areas. Again, there is still much
technical work to do before final proposals are formulated.
2
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39 i)-k)

At this stage, the plans simply illustrate how the harbour top commercial
scheme might be developed, car parking, access, etc; again there is some
misunderstanding or misinterpretation about the nature and detail of the
plans. In due course, a Development Brief and development criteria will be
prepared and agreed for the Harbour Top commercial development site and
it will be put out to competitive tender.
The selected scheme will have to satisfy the development quanta in the
AAP and the Development Brief, but the final form of the development may
differ from that currently illustrated.
Needless to say however, it will work from a development and operational
perspective and it is pointless querying details at this stage.

39 l)

The replacement Harbour facilities will be located where shown on the
agreed Preferred Outline Layout. Technical plans showing dimensions,
design, etc can be progressed once there is an effective dialogue with
Commissioners. At this stage they are in the agreed location and will be
designed and constructed to meet BHCs’ operational requirements.

39 m)-p)

These are all matters of detail that can and will be dealt with as part of the
agreed development criteria and disposal terms.

39 q)-r), 40

Dealt with in the response to 36 above.

41-47

The Brief for the (Jacobs) Business Study and Technical Report was
hammered out over a long and often tortuous process in conjunction with
the Commissioners. It is an agreed joint Brief and is being managed jointly
by ERYC and BHC.
A draft Report has been tabled by Jacobs to the partners for comments,
following which it will be amended as required and a final version prepared
for sign-off.
The agreed Preferred Outline Layout together with all the supporting
information upon which is was based (Hydraulic model studies, etc) and the
objectives set by the partners form the basis of the Study and also the draft
findings and Report.
However, as requested in the Brief, Jacobs were requested to advise upon
a range of issues including phasing, technical solutions/options and also
advice in respect of any missed opportunities or tweeking that might
improve the scheme.
Accordingly the draft Report does address phasing and technical options
3
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and does present various options for consideration by the partners. All will
have to be considered in the context of the set objectives; the proposed
AAP framework and partners comments.
Accordingly, it is disingenuous to criticise selected elements of the draft
Report at this stage. Surprisingly, the Commissioners appear to take no
comfort in the overarching draft findings and Report that the proposals are
technically and financially viable and can be delivered without undue impact
on harbour operations.
48-50

The Council recognise that this is a complex project but are convinced that
the current proposals are soundly based and deliverable and will deliver the
benefits for the harbour, its users and the local community. The
Commissioners’ primary concerns about prior the release of the Harbour
Top and the financial viability of the finished Marina are without foundation–
as evidenced in the draft Jacob’s Report.
Equally, concerns about adverse impact on the operation of the Harbour
and statutory duties are without evidence.
The concern about the Council’s commitment to the Marina project if the
Harbour Top is released as a first phase is not justified on the evidence. The
Council remains convinced that the Marina scheme is an essential part of
the regeneration of Bridlington and the the town centre.
It would not assist regeneration or the local community if a substandard or
lesser scheme was pursued at this.
The AAP’s evidence base is clear: the Harbour has the potential to become
the Jewel in the Crown for Yorkshire’s east coast. The AAP proposes the
work required to realise this potential.
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Matter 3: Principal Development Projects – the Objectors’
Soundness Issues
1.

This paper sets out the Council’s responses to Objectors’ soundness issues in respect
of the Inspector’s Matter 3.
Soundness Matters Raised by Objectors on Matter 3 Considered by the
Council’s Response to Objectors on Matter 2

2.

The Council does not repeat here the Objector’s soundness issues that it addresses in
its response to Objectors on their Matter 2 issues. The Council responds to each of the
following in its Response to Objectors on Matter 2 (the paragraph reference are to the
paragraph numbers in that Response):
i.

the inclusion of the Harbour Top within Burlington Parade and the impact on the
Harbour’s operations (paras 9-17 and 30-35);

ii.

the phasing of the Harbour Top in advance of the Marina, and the approach to
replacing operational land and facilities (paras 18-29);

iii.

the public funding for Burlington Parade and the Marina (paras 81-86);

iv.

the currency of the evidence base for Burlington Parade and the Marina (paras
66-71 and 73-80);

v.

the appropriateness of the AAP’s strategy and the alternative options considered
and rejected (paras 36-65); and

vi.

the flood risk implications in the Harbour Top (paras 87-89).

The Objectors’ Soundness Issues on Matter 3
3.

Objectors contend the AAP is neither justified nor effective in respect of the issues in
Matter 3 on the following grounds:
Objection 1

The town centre boundary is not rational because it includes the
Council’s offices, the Coach Park site and the Spa (R19, Matter 3,
para a and Figure 1).

Objection 2

The retail proposals are not appropriate:
a)

the retail evidence is out of date (R18, Matter 3);
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b)

the emphasis should be on the deficiencies in the existing
centre, rather than on new developments on the periphery (R19,
Matter 2, para below Figure 1; Matter 3, );

c)

small shops employ more people than multiples relative to
turnover levels (R18, Matter 3);

d)

small retailers return more of their income to the local economy
than national retailers (R18, Matter 3, final para); and

e)

there are a lot of vacant shops, so new ones are not needed
(R05, pg 14; R19, Matter 3, para g; Colette Tyler, pg 2).

Objection 3

The disruption caused by the construction of two major projects
will be harmful to the town (R31, Matter 3, pars 5-6 and 24).

Objection 4

Burlington Parade will have a detrimental effect on the retail,
leisure and tourism functions of the town centre:

Objection 5

Objection 6

a)

it has not been demonstrated, and there is no evidence, that it
will not have a detrimental effect (R04, Matter 3, paras 6 and 11;
R19, Matter 3, para b);

b)

phasing the Harbour Top in advance of the Marina will be
harmful (R04, para 6);

c)

the impact of the major developments has not been seriously
considered (R04, para 11); and

d)

the scheme ‘prevents’ the Lords Feoffees from building a car
park for 200-250 spaces to generate the income it needs for its
charitable purposes and enable the town centre to attract
needed inward investment (R31, Matter 3, paras 14-17).

The Coach Park site is needed for coaches and parking:
a)

the site would be better used for a multi-storey car park and bus
station, with a larger Station Plaza (R05, pg 14);

b)

the loss of the Coach Park site as a coach park will lead to a loss
of income from visitors who arrive by coach (R19, Matter 3, para
d)

The housing proposals for Burlington Parade and the Marina are
unnecessary and harmful:
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a)

The Harbour operations will conflict with residential uses
because of the unsocial hours of operation (noise, traffic) and
the smells from the preparation and storage of bait (R04, Matter
3, para 4);

b)

The additional housing will overload an already inadequate
sewage system (R05, Matter 3, pg 8);

c)

Bridlington has enough housing and the choice is already varied
(R19, Matter 5, para c);

d)

there are a lot of houses on the market (R19, Matter 3, Table 1);
and

e)

a multi-storey car park on the Marina would be more useful than
200 houses (R05, Matter 3, page 3)

Objection 7

The Harbour Top development will dwarf its surroundings and
block views (R19, Matter 3, paras e-f)

Objection 8

The Marina falls foul of the reasons for the refusal of the 2001
marina, including the effect on the listed buildings (R04, paras 15
and 20)

Objection 9

The evidence does not show that the AAP’s Marina is the most
appropriate in scale and form for the town (R04, para 16).

Objection 10

BridTC3 is too inflexible, is contrary to national policy and in its
current form is unjustified and undeliverable (R40):
a)

The lack of flexibility is contrary to PPS12 (R40, para 1.2), and
as a consequence it cannot be the case that all reasonable
alternatives to the delivery of Burlington Parade have been taken
into account (R40, para 3.7), particularly with regard to the site’s
multiple ownerships and the risks attendant on these (R40,
paras 3.5.-3.6).

b)

No evidence has been presented to date that the [Coach Park]
site is deliverable. Its shape, the ‘numerous ownerships’ (R40,
para 3.9) and the requirement to reinstate Gypsey Race [may
compromise] the site’s ability to accommodate ‘a foodstore of the
identified scale.’ Therefore there needs to be more flexibility to
accommodate alternative strategies for the foodstore (R40, para
3.5).
3
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c)

The policy is inflexible because it contains unnecessary detail
that should not be included in a ‘strategic policy’, such as
floorspace figures, BREEAM ratings and the quantity of car
parking spaces (R40, para 3.10). In any case, ‘much of this
detail’ is duplicated elsewhere in individual policies and is
therefore unnecessary (R40, para 3.11).

d)

BridTC3.9, the requirement to contribute to the pooled fund for
the Strategic Public Realm, is contrary to Circular 05/05.

e)

The policy requires redrafting to ‘identify it as a strategic
aspiration, whilst not ruling out other alternatives’ (R40, para
3.12). Part 4 of the paper proposes the redrafted policy.

The Council’s Response to Objection 1:
The town centre boundary has been carefully considered and is rational.
1.

The boundary of the town centre has a specific meaning in land use planning terms: it
is the boundary within which ‘town centre uses’ are to be located (PPS4 defines
these). Locations beyond the boundary are ‘out of centre’ or, if within 300 metres of the
boundary, are ‘edge of centre’ for the purposes of the planning system. Town centre
uses, of course, include a wide range of uses other than simply retail.

2.

The Objector (R18) considers the AAP’s boundary for the town centre to be
unreasonable because it is drawn to include the Town Hall, the Coach Park site,
Harbour Top and Spa. The Council responds as follows:
i.

The Town Hall is included because it the principal concentration of Bridlington’s
civic services. A number of other uses on the Town Hall site are also municipal
or other town centre uses, and the nature of the buildings is such that some may
change over the plan period. The inclusion of the Town Hall and its site within
the town centre places the management of these uses within the AAP’s general
policies for the town centre.

ii.

The Coach Park site is included because the AAP proposes its development for
a replacement supermarket for Tesco – a town centre use – and because it
forms an essential part of the comprehensive development of Burlington Parade.

iii.

The Harbour Top is included in the town centre because it adjoins the
established shopping core and the AAP proposes its development as part of
Burlington Parade. A key objective of the AAP is to better integrate the Harbour –
one of the town centre’s most valuable, but under-exploited, assets – with the
rest of the town centre.
4
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iv.

3.

The Spa is included because it too is a town centre use and plays an anchor role
for the town centre. Both the rest of the town centre and the Spa stand to gain
from greater integration. The inclusion of the Spa within the town centre
boundary helps to ensure this.

The Council’s response to the Inspector’s Matter 3: Burlington Parade para 6 explains
the functional relationship between Burlington Parade, the Spa and the rest of the town
centre.

The Council’s Response to Objection 2:
The retail proposals are justified by up to date evidence on the types and scale
of development required to very significantly improve the share of the
catchment’s expenditure is captured by town centre businesses
4.

The Council’s response to the Inspector’s Matter 3: Burlington Parade explains at
paras 1-10 why it is necessary to extend the primary shopping area as provided by
BridTC3. The Council’s response to Matter 3: Key Issues explains at paras 1-7 why
the radical approach the AAP takes to restructuring to the town centre is essential to
arresting its decline and returning it to vitality and viability.

5.

The retail evidence has been kept up to date, and is provided in SD06-SD09. The
Council’s response to Objectors on Matter 2 paras 66-70 explains that it is
inappropriate for the AAP to plan for the bottom of the economic cycle.

6.

The AAP’s restructuring proposals are designed to create a number of benefits,
including for businesses in the established shopping core. Until there are very many
more customers, all year round, for the town centre, these businesses will continue to
decline. Burlington Parade and the Marina provide the means of resolving a number of
the factors that are causing too much of the town centre’s trade to be lost to competing
centres. Both projects put in place the developments, infrastructure, public realm and
connections with the established shopping core needed for customer numbers to rise
to the levels needed to recover and sustain the vitality and viability of the town centre
as a whole.

7.

There are no means of ‘compelling’ the town centre’s existing businesses to do better.
Simply providing public realm, or (say) giving grants for new shop fronts, would not
address the reasons why the town centre’s existing businesses do not attract enough
customers. These types of improvements would be helpful, but not on their own. Their
benefits would be short-lived because the town centre’s existing complement of shops
attract no more than 27% of the catchment’s spending on comparison goods.
Bridlington’s size and relative isolation (including from competing centres) suggests
the town centre should be attracting at least half the catchment’s spending. It is the
level of custom that existing businesses attract to the town centre that must change.
5
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8.

Small businesses require more staff to generate turnover than multiples do because
they are less productive. A vital and viable town centre requires strong multiples to
bring in a lot of shoppers. These ‘anchors’ generate the levels of customers the
smaller shops need access to in order to thrive. Bridlington’s complement of small
businesses and independent shops should be one of the town centre’s strengths, but
at present they are unable collectively to pull in enough customers to prosper. Bringing
in more customers will provide this opportunity.

9.

A balance is needed between strong multiples and a thriving independent sector.
Burlington Parade aims to create it and generate the large uplift in customer numbers
the town centre needs:
i.

The unit shops site is carefully scaled and configured so that it can attract strong
multiples in the comparison sector, and is carefully sited close to the established
shopping core. Burlington Parade provides the infrastructure and connections
needed to create a single, coherent Primary Shopping Area.

ii.

The Harbour Top scheme, with its emphasis principally on leisure uses, will also
be a generator of additional customers. It too is carefully connected to the
established shopping core, both by the new Town Square and by the
connections along the Harbour’s northern perimeter.

10.

The AAP also provides for public realm, parking and traffic management schemes in
the established town centre core to improve the trading efficiencies for existing
businesses and the quality of the environment for shoppers.

11.

The Council’s response to the Inspector’s Matter 3 at Appendix 3.8 explains more
about how this will work.

12.

Vacancy levels in the existing shopping core will not fall until more shoppers want to
shop in Bridlington town centre all year round. When there are more customers, new
businesses will want to be represented so that they too can take advantage of the
increase in trading opportunities. When this happens, the vacancies will fall. The first
step is getting the customers back.

13.

The Council explains why a ‘pepper pot’ or incremental approach, shop by shop, to
new development will not work in its response to the Inspector’s Matter 5:
Development Management Policies, paras 10-12 and Appendix 5.1.

The Council’s Response to Objection 3:
The construction phases will be carefully managed and create valuable jobs
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14.

New development will inevitably create disruption, but the Council will be able to
manage it through the comprehensive approach proposed to Burlington Parade. It will,
once the planned compulsory purchase order is confirmed, own and control all of the
land. As the AAP explains at paras 5.82-5.87, the Council will forward-fund and deliver
the major infrastructure itself and dispose opportunities to developers in line with
market demand.

15.

The phasing will be designed to minimise demand and bring key benefits for the town
centre as a whole early in the programme – including the new parking infrastructure
and the new public realm (including ‘Burlington Pavement’, the scheme that will widen
and landscape the pavement along Quay Road/Prospect Street/Manor that links the
new unit shops scheme with Chapel Street / King Street).

16.

The delivery of the Harbour Top in advance of the Marina will also deliver all of the
benefits associated with that scheme for the established town centre core. The Marina
will take place subsequently and its construction will take place largely away from the
town centre itself.

17.

The construction phases will also create a very large number of temporary jobs in
construction activities for Bridlington. Burlington Parade alone will create in the order of
800 person years of construction work (based on the average turnover per employee
in the whole of the construction sector in England in 2008 and the construction cost of
the Burlington Parade scheme in 2008 prices). Every £10 million in construction costs
for the Harbour operations, facilities and Marina will create in the order of a further 100
person years of construction work for Bridlington.

The Council’s Response to Objection 4:
Burlington Parade will not have a detrimental effect on the retail, leisure and
tourism functions of the town centre
18.

The Council addresses this issue in its response to the Inspector’s Matter 3: Burlington
Parade at paras 23-29, Appendix 3.5 and Appendix 3.12.

19.

The unit shops scheme within Burlington Parade is not outside the present town
centre. It extends, by less 200 metres, the ‘primary retail frontage’ that is established
by the Local Plan (LD16, Proposals Map, Town Centre Inset).

20.

Burlington Parade will not be harmful to the Harbour operations. There are technically
feasible and operationally viable options for replacing the land and facilities lost to the
Harbour from the introduction of the development. The proposals will improve the
efficiency of the way the Harbour is able to operate for its users and statutory
purposes. The Council is also committed to financing these works and has undertaken
to ensure the Commissioners are no worse off financially as a result of the changes.
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The Council explains in its Response to Objectors: Matter 2 at paras 9-17 and
illustrates how the phasing might work in Appendix 2.3 to that paper.
21.

The Council has given very full consideration to the impact of the major projects on the
town centre – which is why it is proposing them. The evidence shows that the benefits
far outweigh the ‘costs’ of the disruption. The Council keeps a risk register up to date
as is routine in major projects of this sort. The register is necessarily commercially
sensitive and therefore confidential. The management of the risks has included the
regular updating of market evidence, regular discussions with candidate developers,
regular updating of the development appraisals and close working with key partners
including Tesco, Lords Feoffees and the Harbour Commissioners.

The Council’s Response to Objection 5:
The Coach Park site is not needed instead for coaches and parking
22.

The use of the Coach Park site for a multi-storey car park would be an inefficient and
ineffective use of this land. The Council explains in its response to Objectors on Matter
2 (para 51.a).

23.

The Council will replace coach parking facilities in the town centre or nearby. There is
no question whatsoever that the Council would do anything that would discourage
coach operators from serving Bridlington town centre. The Council is also in regular
dialogue with the coach operators.

The Council’s Response to Objection 6:
The housing proposals for the Burlington Parade achieve key regeneration objectives.
24.

Housing plays a key role in the regeneration strategy for all the reasons the AAP sets
out (AAP, paras 2.18-2.19 and 4.101). The Government’s draft National Planning
Policy Framework (para 76, fourth bullet) acknowledges the valuable role that housing
plays in the vitality and viability of town centres. Bridlington’s population is growing and
housing development is needed to accommodate it; the town also has a second home
role that benefits the local economy, most particularly in the rich mix of uses that
makes up a town centre.

25.

There will be no conflict between the activities of the Harbour and the housing uses
which will be on the upper levels of the development. Indeed it is far more likely that
the visual interest of the working Harbour will be part of the development’s appeal to
householders, along with the ready access of the location to all of the town centre’s
amenities.

26.

The fishing smells are too distant to be an issue. The Council has studied this and the
results are illustrated in Appendix 3.1 to this Response. The apartments can and will
be designed to ensure sleeping quarters are away from the sources of noise, light and
8
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so on. Hotels are routinely developed in busy parts of town centres (where a great deal
of activity takes place at unsocial hours).
27.

Housing on the Marina’s reclaimed land will animate the area and provide essential
natural surveillance around the clock and all year round, helping to improve the
Marina’s commercial appeal as well as ensure the reclaimed land will be a genuine
extension of the town centre.

28.

Housing also plays a critical role in the viability of both major projects, and therefore is
critical to their deliverability.

29.

The infrastructure requirements of Burlington Parade are fully addressed by the AAP.
There is no issue of insufficient capacity that is not already addressed, including
holding tanks and sewerage.

30.

The number of houses on the market is not evidence that there is no need for further
housing. The Council’s Preferred Approach Core Strategy (LD19) and Further
Consultation Core Strategy (LD19a) explain fully. LD04a Figure 5.12 shows that
house prices in Bridlington have risen faster than most other parts of the East Riding,
in part because of imbalances between supply and demand (this always plays a part in
house price increases).

The Council’s Response to Objection 7:
The Harbour Top development will be in keeping with the character of the
conservation area
31.

The AAP only establishes the principle of the Harbour Top’s development. That the
Harbour Top development is capable of being sympathetically designed, and English
Heritage is content that BridTC3 makes the provisions needed to ensure it will be.

32.

The interpretation of the Harbour Top development in R19 Photograph 1 very
significantly misrepresents the AAP’s proposals. The design guidance is in draft in the
Supplementary Planning Document, and explains that there are to be views through
and varied roof forms and heights to mirror the context provided by the buildings on
the northern perimeter.

33.

The Council is in the process of preparing a full Conservation Area Character
Appraisal (CACA). The Council expects that it will be complete in time for submission
to the Hearing. The draft SPD will be updated to reflect the CACA. The Council
explains fully in its response to the Inspector’s Matter 3: Burlington Parade at paras
20-23, and in Appendix 3.7. The Council also points out that English Heritage is
content that the AAP makes adequate provision to ensure that the Harbour Top
developments will protect and enhance the conservation area.
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34.

There is no reason in principle why the proposals should compromise the character or
appearance of the conservation area, and there should be opportunities to enhance
views. Meanwhile, the Council has invested very heavily in the new gardens around
the Spa, and the town centre is not short of places to sit and view the sea. It is,
however, very short of high quality, well-designed and sympathetic developments that
enable the town centre to meet the catchment’s needs for additional retail, leisure and
housing choices over the plan’s period to 2021.

The Council’s Response to Objection 8:
The AAP’s Marina addresses each of the reasons for refusal of the 2001 marina
35.

The AAP’s proposals do not constitute a planning application, a CPO or a Transport &
Works Act order. The task of the AAP instead is to provide a policy basis for these
subsequent stages, and ensure that the policies set appropriate criteria for protecting
the built and natural environment and proceeding in the public interest.

36.

The Council provides, in its response to the Inspector’s Matter 3: the Marina, paras 321 and Appendices 3.10-3.11, a full account of the ways in which the AAP’s Marina
has taken account of, and takes care to avoid, each of the reasons why the application
for the 2001 marina were refused.

37.

The Council also sets out, in its response to Matter 3: the Marina (paras 37-39 and
Appendix 3.13), the ways in which BridTC4 makes the necessary provisions for
protecting the listed buildings and their setting. English Heritage is content that these
provisions are adequate.

38.

Natural England and the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds are content that the
AAP makes the provisions required to avoid harm to protected habitat.

39.

The Commissioners make several errors in comparing the AAP’s Marina proposal to
the 2001 marina and the reasons for its refusal:
i.

The 2001 Inspector’s reference at para 11.182 is to the area of reclaimed land,
not as the Commissioners claim to the Harbour Top (R04, Matter 3, para 15, 1st
bullet).

ii.

The 2001 Inspector referred at para 4.60 of his report to the differences of view
between the Council and the Commissioners on the Harbour Top. He expressed
no opinion on the issue in para 4.60, nor did the Secretary of State in his
decision. The Council held then, and does now, that the Harbour Top is critical to
achieving the regeneration objectives of the proposals (R04, Matter 3, para 15,
1st bullet).

10
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iii.

The pertinent view on the planning policy basis for the 2001 marina is the
Secretary of State’s position, not the Inspector’s as the Commissioners claim.
The SoS, moreover, disagreed with the Inspector on this point. The SoS
considered (LD15a, para 22) that policy E10 of the Humberside Structure Plan
provided a basis in planning policy for the marina, but held that the 2001 marina
did not meet the tests of acceptability that were set by that policy (R04, Matter 3,
para 15, 2nd bullet).

iv.

The present proposal does not result in a significant loss of beach. The AAP’s
Marina – the Preferred Outline Layout agreed with the Commissioners – will take
1/10th of the area of beach that would have been reclaimed by the 2001 marina.
Neither Natural England nor RSPB have expressed a concern as to this footprint.
Instead, both are content (R04, Matter 3, para 15, 3rd bullet).

v.

The lack of a chosen developer is not pertinent to the AAP’s soundness; nor is
an assessment of the impact of these developments, still to be laid out and
specified, on the environment (R04, Matter 3, para 15, 4th bullet). The types and
scale of the developments proposed with the 2001 marina were very different to
the AAP’s proposal (as the Council explains at para 9 in its response to the
Inspector’s Matter 3: the Marina and shows in Appendix 3.10).

vi.

The timescale of the AAP’s Marina is not uncertain (R04, Matter 3, para 15, 6th
bullet). The AAP sets out the timetable and milestones in paras 6.18-6.19.

The Council’s Response to Objection 9:
The evidence shows that the AAP’s Marina proposal is the most appropriate,
particularly its scale and form, for the town
40.

The evidence base for the AAP’s Marina proposal was commissioned jointly and
overseen by the Commissioners and the Council (with Yorkshire Forward when they
were still involved). The evidence base has also been corroborated by the Jacobs
Business Plan study which has been completed in draft.

41.

The Commissioners have not understood the PLB evidence, as the Council explains at
para 71 in its response to Objectors’ Matter 2. The Council notes that SD03, paras
9.1.1 and 9.1.2, summarises the conservative basis for the calculation of the 320
berths the Preferred Outline Layout of the AAP’s Marina will accommodate. PLB
estimate that 250 berths would be the initial requirement based on immediate demand,
with 70 to be added in later years. Para 6.9 places the 70 further berths in the context
of the prospects for growth in marina demand. PLB do not say, as the Commissioners
claim, that the demand for the further 70 berths is dependent on growth in the wider
economy or on a buoyant national economy.
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42.

The Council has explained that it is not sensible to plan for demand based on the
bottom of an economic cycle. The AAP’s plan period is to 2021, during which it is
expected that the economy will return to growth. The Marina will be a major
infrastructure investment with a very long life time. It makes no financial sense for the
Council to invest in infrastructure that has no capacity to accommodate growth in
demand from its users.

43.

The Council explains the reasons why an in-Harbour scheme would not deliver the
AAP’s objectives and achieve the vision in its Response to Objectors on Matter 2,
paras 39-40.

The Council’s Response to Objection 10:
BridTC3 is justified by the evidence, is consistent with national policy and is
deliverable. BridTC3 is as flexible as it needs to be to secure the delivery of the
developments, infrastructure and public realm that are its purpose.
44.

Burlington Parade is one of two major developments that lie at the heart of the AAP’s
regeneration purposes. BridTC3 is not a ‘strategic policy’ (R40, para 3.11), but instead
a policy for a specific development that is justified by the evidence and is deliverable in
the ways that BridTC3 promotes. The Council explains fully why this approach is
justified and effective in its response to Matter 3: Key Issues paras 1-7, Matter 3:
Burlington Parade paras 1-11, and Appendix 3.5 to Matter 3.

45.

The AAP explains that BridTC3 lays the ground for a possible CPO (AAP, para 3.6),
and does so because multiple ownerships are one of the reasons the market has been
unable to bring forward sites capable of attracting the investment the town centre
needs to arrest its decline and return it to vitality and viability. The AAP explains at
paras 3.5 - 3.8 why a comprehensive approach to the Burlington Parade site is
required, and why this comprehensive approach necessarily restricts ‘flexibility’. The
Council is assembling the land, and may need to use its CPO powers to be in a
position to deliver the developments, infrastructure and public realm that BridTC3
proposes. The Council has set out elsewhere (e.g., in its response to the Inspector’s
Matter 3: Key Issues paras 107) that BridTC3 is needed (with the support of the AAP’s
other projects) to restructure the town centre and remove the long-standing market
failures that explain its decline and restore the town centre’s vitality and viability. A less
radical, permissive approach could not do this, and therefore could not be effective.
The fact that it could not is testified by the town centre’s serious underperformance. It
has failed to attract any significant new investment through the recent and sustained
property boom, despite the ‘town centre first’ approach that saw a great deal of town
centre development in very many centres of Bridlington’s size and position in the retail
hierarchy.
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46.

The AAP paras 5.28-5.35 explains the Council’s approach to the expected compulsory
purchase order, and why the Council is confident, with the benefit of the AAP and
specifically BridTC3, that a compelling case in the public’s interest can be made out.

47.

The Council explains in its response to Matter 3: Key Issues paras 22-25 that the
Burlington Parade site is appropriate, feasible and deliverable, and in para 26 that it is
available within a reasonable time period and suitable and viable for the purposes
provided by BridTC3.

48.

The Council also notes, with reference to PPS12, para 4.7, that BridTC3 is consistent
with the specific purposes of an AAP. The Council’s response to Matter 2: Approach,
paras 6-7 and Appendix 2.1 explains fully.

49.

Finally, there is no need for BridTC3 to provide for the ‘alternative approaches’ Tesco
seek. The Council has provided evidence to show that:
i.

the Coach Park site is capable of accommodating a variety of foodstore formats
(Council’s response to Matter 3, Appendix 3.2.1), including Tesco’s preferred
format; and

ii.

all of the land within BridTC3’s Parcel 1A (the Coach Park site) is owned either
by the Council, Tesco or Network Rail. Matter 3, Appendix 3.2.2 provides a letter
from Network Rail which states that it is agreed to the principle of releasing the
land for the Burlington Parade development.

50.

The evidence has been provided (including by Tesco’s own architect) to show that the
Coach Park site will be able to accommodate a store that will satisfy Tesco’s needs for
an efficient layout (noting that PPS4, Policy 15.1d, requires Tesco to be flexible in
adapting its trading format so that it can be accommodated on a town centre site). The
other details in BridTC3 are essential to ensuring that the foodstore development, as
with every other development within Burlington Parade, is suitably designed,
sustainable and contributes to achieving the sympathetic extension to the established
town centre core required.

51.

The detail in BridTC3 is required and appropriate to its purpose:
i.

As Tesco is aware, the Council will move swiftly to submit a planning application
for the whole of the Burlington Parade site once the AAP is found sound, and will
make any necessary CPO once planning permission is secured. Tesco has
agreed to this approach, and the Council is pleased to work with Tesco on their
part of the application.

ii.

BridTC3 removes the need for yet another step – a detailed masterplan,
feasibility work and so on (all of which have already been done so as to inform
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and justify BridTC3) – before an application can be prepared (PPS12, para 4.7
acknowledges the utility of AAPs in this respect).
iii.

The Council will rely on the detail of BridTC3 and the planning consent to
dispose development parcels on the open market on a ‘planning-compliant’
basis. This approach enables the Council to avoid the costs and risk deterrents
to procuring developers for the site by the ‘competitive dialogue’ process,
something that is essential in Bridlington’s weak property markets. It is also an
approach that is made feasible because of the careful balance between the parts
of the Burlington Parade site that the BridTC3 masterplan ‘fixes’ and the parts
that BridTC3 does not specify in any detail.

iv.

The details in BridTC3 – BREAAM, numbers of car parking spaces, the
sustainability standards, the levels of renewable energy, the flood risk measures
and so on – are specific to Burlington Parade. The higher standards are feasible
and required because of the public money that will be invested in the site. There
is therefore no duplication with the other policies in the plan. The Council
explains more fully in Appendix 3.1 to this paper.

Changes required to make the AAP Sound
52.

With few exceptions (e.g., R40, section 4), the Objectors do not respond to the
Inspector’s request to specify the changes they seek to the plan to make it sound on
the Matter 3 issues. The Council responds to the Objectors’ three specific proposals –
i., ii and iii. – below, and infers the other changes that the Objectors might require in
iv., v. and vi. that follow.
i. Reduce the scale of housing

53.

While some Objectors want the AAP to make no provision for housing within
Burlington Parade and the Marina, others suggest a reduction in the housing numbers.

54.

The Council considers that the AAP is already flexible on this point in that it refers to
‘up to’ and ‘about’ numbers of housing units, and puts no quantified targets in either
the BridTC3 or BridTC4 policies. The exception is the AAP, para 3.11 final bullet,
which states that Burlington Parade should accommodate ‘not fewer than 500 and not
more than 600 housing units.’

55.

The Council would be willing to change this to:
AAP, para 3.11, final bullet:


not fewer than 500 and not more than up to 600 housing units
(continue as drafted).
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56.

The Council’s reason for proposing this change is that, in practice, it will be the market
that decides how many housing units to provide, and it is unclear how long it will take
the flatted sector of the housing market to recover.

57.

The Council prefers to retain the upper limit because it provides a guide as to the scale
of development that the site could provide and would be desirable if the market is
willing to deliver it. A significant share of the town’s housing market is for small units
including apartments (Appendix 5.3 to the Council’s response to the Inspector’s Matter
5 provides an update on the local housing market excerpted from the evidence that
informed LD05a).
ii.

58.

Re-draft BridTC3 to make it more flexible

R40, Tesco, proposes a number of changes to the drafting of BridTC3 so as to make it
‘sound’. The Council considers BridTC3 to be justified and effective as drafted and
does not accept the reasoning for any of the changes. The Council sets out its detailed
responses and reasoning in Appendix 3.2 to this Response.
iii. Remove BridTC3.9 because its provisions are contrary to Circular 05/05

59.

R40, Tesco, state in paras 3.14-4.16 that the requirement set by BridTC3.9 to
contribute to the pooled tariff (policy BridTC20.2) is contrary to Circular 05/05. The
Council disagrees. Circular 05/05 remains in force, and the CIL provisions allow for a
transition period. The AAP explains the reasoning and justification for the pooled tariff
in the AAP at paras 5.66-5.78.
iv. Remove the unit shops element of Burlington Parade

60.

The Council does not accept such a change. The evidence is wholly in its support, and
the scale proposed is justified and essential if the unit shops element of Burlington
Parade is to function as an anchor and generate the added custom needed for the
town centre to raise its retention levels in the comparison goods sector.
v. Remove the Harbour Top from Burlington Parade

61.

This is rejected for the reasons the Council sets out in its Response to Objectors on
Matter 2, para 94.i.
vi. Amend the Marina to an in-Harbour only scheme

62.

The Council considers and rejects this in its Response to Objectors on Matter 2, para
94.ii.
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The Council’s Conclusions on the AAP’s Soundness on Matter 3
63.

The Council concludes that none of the Objectors’ further statements have shown the
AAP to be ineffective and unjustified on the Matter 3 issues.
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APPENDIX 3.2:
Council’s Response to Tesco (R40), Matter 3 Section 4
The Council sets out in the Table below its response to each part of Tesco’s suggested redrafting of BridTC3 – Burlington Parade.
Tesco’s proposed
re-draft of BridTC3

Why the Council cannot accept the suggestions

The first three paras
should be excluded

i. The Council considers the first three paragraphs aid clarity as
to what the vision is for Burlington Parade and provide the
context that makes the otherwise separate parts of the
masterplan (BridTC3.2a-e) and the ‘atomised’ criteria
(BridTC3.3-3.10) meaningful..
ii. The purpose of BridTC1 is very different. BridTC1 unites the
different parts of the strategy to create a coherent whole. It
does not obviate the paragraphs in BridTC3.
iii. Tesco do not explain why the paragraphs make the policy
unclear, and the Council cannot follow the reasoning that
would lead to this conclusion.

Omit the reference in
BridTC3.1 to the
Masterplan

One of the principal purposes of BridTC3 is to elevate the
Burlington Parade Masterplan in policy. To omit references to it
would remove the force of the policy.
The Masterplan is critical to the siting of the parts of the
Masterplan that need to be fixed. The Masterplan is fundamental
to the effective development of the comprehensive site and
ultimately therefore to the deliverability of BridTC3.
PPS12, para 4.7, also refers to the potential for an AAP to serve
this purpose.

Add ‘seek to’ to
BridTC3.2 to improve
its flexibility

The ‘flexibility’ required is built in through the limited specificity of
BridTC3.2a-e (as the Council explains in its response to the
Inspector’s Matter 6 at paras 35-36. ‘Seek to’ is unhelpful to the
purposes of the policy which include laying the ground for the
outline planning application and, should it be necessary, the
subsequent CPO.

BrridTC3.2a-e:
Remove references
to parking numbers,
floorspace etc. to
provide needed
flexibility

The numbers are already ‘about’, ‘up to’ and so on. The scale of
development is part of the strategy for Burlington Parade.
Establishing this scale should not ‘wait’ for a subsequent tier of
masterplanning or SPD. The purpose of BridTC3 is to put the
Burlington Parade Masterplan and its essential detail into policy.

Remove BridTC3.2e
as it is duplication

BridTC3.2e refers to specific parts of the Masterplan, and is
essential to the policy’s purpose and utility.

Remove BridTC3.3ad by BridTC11

The criteria are specific to Burlington Parade and set higher
standards because of the public money involved (as paras 3.173.27 in the AAP explain).
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Tesco’s proposed
re-draft of BridTC3

Why the Council cannot accept the suggestions

Remove BridTC.4-6
on the basis that
these provisions are
duplicated by
BridTC11

The flood risk management criteria are specific to Gypsey Race
and the Harbour Top. The general policy on these is not specific
to Burlington Parade, but instead related to development in the
rest of the AAP area. Also, the Environment Agency want these
specific criteria for Burlington Parade.

Remove ‘will benefit
the town centre as a
whole’ from
BridTC3.7 because ‘it
repeats national
policy’

The infrastructure that BridTC3.7 provides for and the benefits it
is to deliver are for the town centre as a whole. The reference is
specific to the purpose of Burlington Parade and is not a general
reference to the aims of national policy. The reference,
therefore, does not repeat national policy.

Remove BridTC3.9
so that it refers
instead to Circular
05/05

The provisions of Circular 05/05 continue to apply. The
regulations that include the ‘necessity tests’ are specific to the
CIL charge. There is no case for including a reference to a
Circular in policy; the provisions relate instead to BridTC20.2.
The AAP explains the reasoning and justification for the pooled
tariff in the AAP at paras 5.66-5.78.

Remove 3.10 as it is
unnecessary

Reference to the design guidance is essential. The SPD deals
particularly with Burlington Parade and the Marina.

New criterion re
development that
doesn’t conform will
not be permitted to
replace BridTC10

BridTC10 has wider application than Burlington Parade, and the
statement would not therefore obviate BridTC10.
This statement that ‘development will not be allowed etc’ is not
necessary. The statement would in any case would duplicate
BridTC10 which the Council wishes to retain for the reasons it
explains in its response to the Inspector’s Matter 6 at paras 4042.
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Matter 4: Supporting Initiatives – the Objectors’ Soundness Issues
1.

The Council responds in this paper to Objectors’ soundness issues in respect of the
Inspector’s Matter 4.

The Objectors’ Soundness Issues on Matter 4
2.

Objectors find the AAP to be neither justified nor effective in respect of the Matter 4
issues on the following grounds:
Objection 1 The proposals for Gypsey Race (BridTC5.1b) are not sound
because of their costs, the lack of evidence of public money to
finance the works and the adverse effects on other activities of the
land that will be taken for the park and avenue, which is said to be
‘too wide’:
a)

the scheme will require engineering works to maintain the water
levels and will therefore be costly (R31, paras 1-2);

b)

there is insufficient evidence that the public money needed is
available (R31, paras 3-5);

c)

the scheme, laid out as the spine for Bridlington Parade, is
inflexible because it cuts across different land ownerships, the
effect of which is to constrain the provision of a (larger than 80
public space) multi-storey car park that would encourage inward
investment (R31, para 6);

d)

the scheme runs into the Harbour Top, and will require land to be
acquired that is needed for the Harbour’s operation (R04, paras 12).

Objection 2 The proposals for the Town Centre Seafront (BridTC5, BridTC6)
along the Harbour’s north side are not sound because of the
impact of Burlington Parade on the Harbour (R04, paras 4-5).
Objection 3 The Access and Movement strategy (BridTC7) is not sound
because it will reduce accessibility to the established town centre
core and harm trade on affected streets:
a)

the control of servicing hours will increase businesses’ costs (R18,
para 17) or affect their viability (R31, para 9)
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b)

King Street should be re-opened to traffic, but not buses (R05, pg
6) and because nine of the King Street businesses who were
asked would like parking to be re-instated on the street (R17, pg
1);

c)

Beck Hill should not be upgraded because a bridge would create a
suicide risk (R05, pg 13), there is no need (R05, para 6) and it will
create traffic chaos at the junction with Wellington Road (R31,
para 13);

d)

Bridge Street should remain as it is (R05, pg 13) and not
‘pedestrianised’ (R31, para 9);

e)

the proposals will restrict access to the properties to the rear of
Manor Street and to the town centre from the north (R31, para
12)

f)

the strategy is too drastic and will not meet the needs of existing
residents and businesses (R31, paras 14-15).

Objection 4 The Parking Strategy (BridTC8) is unsound because the removal of
on-street parking would make the affected streets inaccessible and
harm trade:
a)

the evidence that it will be harmful is confirmed by House of
Fraser’s withdrawal from Bridlington when King Street was
pedestrianised (R17, pg 1); and

b)

free or very low cost parking is needed to assist the town centre’s
competitiveness (R18, paras 16-17).

Objection 5 The Parking Strategy (BridTC8) is unsound because it is has no
evidence base, the policy is too inflexible and a charging policy is
counter to free enterprise:
a)

there is no evidence base because LTP2 refers to a parking
strategy that has not been produced (R31, para 20);

b)

BridTC7 is too inflexible in respect of the numbers of car parking
spaces and the requirement to design parking so that it animates
and provides natural surveillance where it overlooks public spaces
(R31, para 20); and
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c)

it is not lawful for the Council to regulate charges because car
parks are commercial enterprises (R31, paras 10 and 12).

The Council’s Response to Objection 1:
The proposals for the Gypsey Race (BridTC5.1b) are justified by the evidence
and are deliverable.
3.

The evidence for Gypsey Race is robust and compelling. It will generate value by
developing this distinctive asset and deliver one of the AAP’s 14 enabling objectives
(AAP para 2.37ii and enabling objective iv.). The scheme will remove long-standing
market failures caused by the under-used and poorly used land in the ‘valley’ (AAP,
para 3.10ii), make up deficiencies in public space away from the Seafront, and provide
a unifying spine, park and avenue for Burlington Parade (AAP para 2.5, 3.13).

4.

The Gypsey Race will also provide a setting for new development along its length,
drive up property values in this challenging part of the town centre and help to make
otherwise infeasible development commercially viable (ED06, para 4.17).

5.

The works will also provide the means of:

6.

i.

managing flood risk, with the full support of the Environment Agency (AAP para
1.44 and CD20.2 at pg 13 in response to R05, pg 24 in response to R016 and pg
52 in response to R037); and

ii.

creating greater biodiversity, with the full support of Natural England (AAP para
3.22 and CD20.2 pgs 9 and 45 in response to R04 and R036 pgs 48-49).

The Gypsey Race works are deliverable:
i.

the AAP para 4.76 explains that the Council already own much of the land in the
valley needed to accommodate the proposals;

ii.

ED06 at para 8 and Table 3 shows the costs (including the engineering works)
are included in the development appraisals that explain the deliverability of the
whole of Burlington Parade;

iii.

Policy BridTC20.2 and 20.3 provide for a contribution only to the costs as the
AAP explains at paras 5.67-5.68 explain; and

iv.

land assembly is required to deliver the comprehensive regeneration of the
Burlington Parade site in any case (and it is this single ownership that makes it
possible to deliver all that proposes for Burlington Parade). These costs too are
accounted in the appraisals as ED06 explains.
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The Council’s Response to Objection 2:
The proposals for the Seafront along the northern side of the Harbour are
justified and deliverable.
7.

The Council explains in its response to the Inspector’s Matter 4 (para 17) that the
works required to introduce Burlington Parade into the Harbour Top will create the
opportunity (and need) very significantly to improve the relationship between the
Seafront and the Harbour. These costs will be covered by the costs of the Harbour
works that the Council is prepared to finance (Council’s response to Objectors on
Matter 2, paras 26-27-28).

8.

There is no question that the works to the Harbour will be harmful either to the Harbour
or to the town centre (Council’s response to Objectors on Matter 2, paras 234-28).

The Council’s Response to Objection 3:
The proposals (BridTC7) will improve accessibility to the established town
centre, improve the quality of town centre’s environment for shoppers and
leisure visitors and create trading efficiencies for existing businesses. All of
these changes are essential parts of the AAP’s strategy for attracting more
customers, increasing trade levels and recovering vitality and viability.
9.

BridTC7 does not propose pedestrianisation: it proposes to increase pedestrian
priority. The AAP explains fully that the changes are needed to address one of the
causes (in combination with others) of the poor quality of the environment in the
established shopping core and its adverse impact on the town centre’s
competitiveness (AAP paras 2.20-2.22, 3.83 and Appendix 1 para 61 and 105-109).

10.

There is plenty of evidence on the part that the restriction of traffic and the control of
parking can play in improving the performance of shopping areas. Every successful,
competitive shopping centre of Bridlington’s size and position in the retail hierarchy
has a mix of pedestrianised and traffic-calmed primary shopping streets in which
pedestrians are given the priority. The evidence also shows that very often the
changes that have put this mix in place have been contentious, but also invariably
beneficial where schemes have been well-designed and appropriate to the function
and scale of the benefiting streets. This can be seen, for example, in Manual for
Streets 2 (2010).

11. Although restricted servicing hours may add to staffing costs for some individual
traders, the evidence shows that these costs are more than likely to outweighed by the
overall gains in town centre trading levels consequent upon the changes in customer
appeal (from the package of measures that includes restrictions in servicing hours).

12. The AAP para 3.91 explains that the BridTC7 and BridTC8 changes will not be
implemented before replacement arrangements for traffic circulation and parking are in
4
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place, and para 3.95 also explains that the changes will require Traffic Regulation
Orders (TROs). Residents and businesses will be fully consulted on these orders, and
the Council will work with local stakeholders and partnerships to prepare the orders
prior to consultation. BridTC19.1c provides for these orders to be made, subject to

the outcome of the public consultation to come. See also paras 16 and 32
below.
13.

The biggest challenge the town centre faces is attracting new customers and retailers
to Bridlington on the scale required to arrest the town centre’s decline and return it to
vitality and viability. Hence, in making decisions about traffic circulation and parking, a
major consideration must be the expectations and preferences of those who choose
not to shop in Bridlington (even though it is the closest major centre to where they
live). The Beverley, Scarborough, York and Hull shopping centres all claim very
significant shares of the expenditure that should be captured by Bridlington town
centre instead (explaining why Bridlington town centre captures just 27% of the
catchment’s expenditure on durable goods). The shopping cores of Beverley,
Scarborough, York and Hull are more attractive centres, not least because the core
shopping area of each is also traffic free during shopping hours. Bridlington is larger in
retail floorspace terms than Beverley, but significantly less competitive. The town
centre could learn from Beverley’s successes, as it could, notwithstanding their higher
position in the retail hierarchy, from the successes of Hull, Scarborough and York.

14.

The evidence shows that what the Lords Feoffees refer to as the AAP’s ‘drastic’
changes form an essential part of the changes required in the town centre. The AAP’s
proposals for vehicle circulation have been modelled and shown to be effective by the
Council and its highways consultants (summarised in the AAP in Appendix 1, paras
105-113). BridTC5 provides for complementary measures to support these changes,
including a hard and soft landscape scheme that will define and add to the coherence,
appeal and comfort of the AAP’s Primary Retail Circuit.

15.

The claims that accessibility to the rear of Manor Street, Prince Street and Bridge
Street will be compromised by the changes BridTC7 proposes are without foundation.

16.

Further, the Council, when drawing up the plans for the Traffic Regulation Orders for
consultation will work with (as it has on the rest of the AAP) the Regeneration
Partnership, Town Team, Town Council, bus and coach operators, taxi companies and
others.

17.

Finally, the AAP does not preclude the option of re-opening King Street to traffic.

The Council’s Response to Objection 4:
The removal of on-street parking is needed to improve accessibility by, and
the appeal of the town centre to, the many more shoppers that Bridlington
must attract if the town centre is to recover its vitality and viability.
5
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18.

Bridlington is a major town that is at the same level in the retail hierarchy as Beverley,
and only one tier below Scarborough. Village-like approaches to parking provision and
traffic circulation ill-serve a centre of Bridlington’s size. The evidence shows that giving
priority to those who already shop in Bridlington to park outside their chosen shops
harms the vitality and viability of the town centre as a whole.

19.

The town centre needs to attract a huge increase in shoppers if it is to prosper. To do
so it has to compete with the shopping centres that the residents of the catchment are
choosing instead, despite the fact that Bridlington is closer. While Bridlington will
never supplant Scarborough, York and Hull for all of the catchment’s comparison
goods shopping trips, Bridlington’s size, complement of independent shops,
prospective appeal and relative isolation give it the very real potential to be able to do
so for most of them.

20.

In order to change the choices of the catchment’s residents, the town centre needs to
offer (amongst other changes) the quality of shopping experience that Bridlington’s
competing centres already do. The radical changes the AAP proposes (radical to
Bridlington but commonplace elsewhere) are aimed squarely at these missing
shoppers, but will also benefit those who already prefer Bridlington. The town centre’s
problem is that those who prefer the status quo, or who want only a tweak here and
there, are just not numerous enough to enable the town centre to prosper.

21.

The claim that the decision of the House of Fraser to withdraw from Bridlington was
caused by the pedestrianisation of King Street is inaccurate. The only connection is
that both happened in 1995. The facts are these:

22.

i.

The House of Fraser closed three town centre stores in 1995, of which
Bridlington’s was one. The reason almost certainly related to two main factors:
the relative proximity of their department store in Hull which, at the time was
struggling; and the costs entailed in replacing the relatively small and out-moded
building in Bridlington (now occupied by Boyes). Department stores, for the last
30 or so years, have almost without exception, only been built where they could
be financed by unit shop developments constructed at the same time. That
opportunity was not available in Bridlington.

ii.

The House of Fraser store traded on both Chapel Street and King Street
because the building is double-fronted. Chapel Street at the time was fully open
to traffic, just as it is now.

Car parking charges reflect the findings of the Report of the Car Parking Review Panel
for East Riding which was published in February 2010. The report is the outcome of a
two year programme of consultations and a 6,000 questionnaire survey of households
(1,440 responded), and has the support of the full Council. That Report provides the
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basis of the charges across the district and fully accounts for all aspects of parking in
town centres.
23.

As explained by the Council in Response to the Inspector’s Matter 4, above at paras
10 and 13, the Council will be making Traffic Regulation Orders to amend the on-street
parking provisions, and will be consulting fully on them in conjunction with the BridTC7
proposals. The AAP signals the Council’s intent and is a critical part of the strategy for
improving the market’s perception of investment opportunities in the town centre.

24. Burlington Parade also provides for a very significant increase in parking for the town
centre, in modern structures, well-located to the new and existing shops. The
provisions will improve access and convenience while at the same time making it
possible to implement the much-needed improvements in the quality of the
environment in the shopping core.

The Council’s Response to Objection 5:
The AAP’s parking strategy is a carefully considered response to the changes
required to make the town centre shopping core a much more attractive
alternative to the more distant competing centres to which Bridlington loses a
great deal of trade.
25.

The parking strategy and the justification for it is covered in the AAP at paras 3.973.105. The quote by the Lords Feoffees in para 16 (R31, Matter 3) is taken out of
context. The evidence for the AAP’s parking strategy is based on the utilisation of
existing car parks and the Council’s consideration of the results of the public
consultation on the AAP and the findings on the causes of the town centre’s
underperformance. Further evidence was gathered as part of the preparation of Local
Transport Plan 2. The strategy also reflects best practice in the management of
access, parking and movement in town centres.

26.

The Lords Feoffees’ quote in para 17 (R31, Matter 3) and para 20 (R31, Matter 4) is an
excerpt from the Council’s parking strategy for the whole of the East Riding, not to
Bridlington’s. There is no pending car parking strategy for Bridlington as the out of
context quote suggests. The AAP’s proposals constitute the parking strategy for the
AAP area as the AAP explains at paras 3.97-3.105 pending the Traffic Regulations
Orders that are required before on-street parking in the town centre can be removed.

27.

The Council is obliged to regulate car parking charges in the way it proposes. The
Council’s duty is to the vitality and viability of the whole of the town centre and all its
shoppers and businesses, and it has the legal powers to use S106 obligations to
protect the town centre from the adverse impacts of predatory car park pricing. The
kinds of adverse impacts that can arise include micro-level traffic congestion (e.g.,
queuing into the roadway to access cheaper parking) and the risks that those who
cannot get into the very cheapest car parks will not use the town centre at all. The
7
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Report of the Car Parking Review Panel for East Riding referred to above (from which
the Lords Feoffees quote) explains fully the reasoning on car park charges.
28.

The Council does not agree that providing indicative car park numbers in BridTC8
makes the policy too inflexible. The figures in every case are indicative of the scale of
spaces, and not a fixed number. The Council also understands that some 90 of the
200-250 car parking spaces the Lords Feoffees aim to provide (the January 2010
planning application) are to re-accommodate parking spaces that are already provided
in yards at the rear of the Manor Street and will be lost to the MSCP’s construction.

29.

The Council has also provided the Lords Feoffees with an option for its car park that
fits within their landownership and does not compromise or otherwise conflict with the
provisions for Burlington Parade (the Council’s response to Matter 3, Appendix 3.2.3
and the Council’s letter to the Lords Feoffees that is provided as Appendix 2.4 to the
Council’s Response to Objectors on Matter 2). The fact that the Council is able to
come up with this solution demonstrates the plan’s flexibility.

30.

Because the Council’s duty is to the whole of the town centre, it has to balance the
interests of individuals, including their rights to their property, against the wider
interests of the town centre as a whole. The evidence shows that Burlington Parade is
in the town centre’s wider interest, and that the proposals have the support of the large
majority of Bridlington’s communities. The Council has also shown that the Lords
Feoffees interests can be served without compromising Burlington Parade.

Changes required to make the AAP Sound
31.

The Objectors indicate that the only means of making the AAP sound would be to
remove the provisions of BridTC7 and BridTC8 altogether.

32.

The Council, for all the reasons set out here, considers that doing so would d
undermine the effectiveness of the AAP’s strategy which is fully justified on the
evidence.

33.

The Council, however, offers the following changes to the AAP to improve the clarity of
BridTC7 and BridTC8 and provide reassurance:
BridTC7
i.

Amend BridTC7.2 to make clear that the changes are subject to Traffic
Regulation Orders and the outcome of consultation on them, as follows:
2. The access and movement schemes to be delivered within the Town
Centre AAP area over the Plan period include the following, subject to
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the Traffic Regulation Orders to be made and consulted upon where
they are required:
a)
ii.

continue BridTC7.2 as drafted.

Add, as a first sentence to paragraph 3.92, the following:
The Council will prepare the plans for the changes to traffic access and
parking in the town centre core with local groups and representatives,
share evidence and conduct surveys locally and in competing centres
before making the changes proposed by BridTC7 and, where they are
required, the Traffic Regulation Orders explained in paragraph 3.95.

BridTC8
iii.

Amend BridTC8.2 to make clear that the changes are subject to Traffic
Regulation Orders and the outcome of consultation on them, as follows:
2. Short stay parking, save for disabled provision, will not be permitted during
shopping hours in the Primary Shopping Area as defined shown in the
Town Centre AAP Proposals Map, subject to the Traffic Regulation Orders
to be made and consulted upon:
a)

iv.

continue BridTC7.2 as drafted

Add a new sentence to the end of para 3.98:
The Council will prepare the plans for the parking restrictions in BridTC8.2
alongside the work to implement BridTC7 in consultation with local groups
and residents. The Council explains the approach in paragraph 3.92.
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Matter 5: Development Management Policies – the Objectors’
Soundness Issues
1.

The Council responds in this paper to Objectors’ soundness issues in respect of the
Inspector’s Matter 5.

2.

Objectors claim the AAP to be neither justified nor effective in respect of the Matter 5
issues on the following grounds:
Objection 1 BridTC9 provides for a sequential approach that is unsound
because:
a)

it directs development to the Harbour Top that will compromise the
Harbour’s operations, as well as to the Marina despite no guarantee
of its funding (R04, Matter 5, paras 1-2; R31, para 1);

b)

there is no need to give priority to Burlington Parade and the Marina
for a new hotel because the tourism evidence does not support a
new hotel and there is no evidence to suggest the Harbour Top and
Marina are the only appropriate sites (R04, paras 10-13);

c)

it is inflexible ‘and as such is unnecessary’ (R04, Matter 6, para 5);
and

d)

if a CPO is required to assemble the needed sites, it could delay
regeneration and ‘ultimately have a detrimental impact on the
town’s economy’ (R31, para 1).

Objection 2 BridTC12 is unnecessary because its purposes are adequately
covered by the pre-application process and it may also be
counterproductive (R04, Matter 5, paras 3-5; R31, paras 4-6).
Objection 3 BridTC13 is ineffective and unjustified because:
a)

the policy relocates the Primary Shopping Area (PSA) away from
the existing town centre. The relocated PSA would undermine the
‘desirability’ of the properties in the existing town centre, reduce
footfall and do little to enhance the Promenade (R31, para 10);

b)

the Primary Retail Circuit (PRC) extends from Tesco to the Spa,
and has no factual evidence. There is already ‘an equally valid’
PRC that encompasses the present town centre. (R19, Matter 5,
para a); and
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c)

it would place retail, leisure and hotel development on the Harbour
Top, where no land can be provided without compromising the
Harbour’s operations, and on the Marina when it is ‘increasingly
unlikely’ that the money required to deliver it will not be available
(R04, Matter 5, paras 7-8).

Objection 4 BridTC14 is unsound because proposals to develop offices should
come after inducements to assist struggling small businesses and
encourage new ones (R19, Matter 5, para b).
Objection 5 BridTC15 is not justified in promoting further housing because:
a)

there are [many] properties on the market in Bridlington (R19,
Matter 5, para c);

b)

new housing on the Harbour Top and Marina will cause blight to
existing property owners (R19, Matter 5, para c);

c)

no evidence has been provided to justify the level of housing
proposed in Burlington Parade or to show that it would be more
beneficial than allowing sufficient space for the Lords Feoffees
proposed car park (R31, Matter 5, paras 18-19); and

d)

there has been a global recession which has affected the housing
market (R31, Matter 5, para 18).

The Council’s Response to Objection 1:
BridTC9 is needed to promote and protect the delivery of the AAP’s
regeneration strategy, and accordingly will help to ensure that the Harbour
Top and the Marina succeed in achieving the objectives the AAP sets for these
projects.
3.

The Council does not accept that the Harbour Top and Marina are undeliverable,
either because the developments will harm the Harbour operations or because the
needed public funding will be not be available. The evidence on the deliverability of
both projects is set out in:
i.

the AAP itself at paras 5.3-5.45, 5.58-5.78 and 5.82-5.92;

ii.

ED02, sections 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 2; and

iii.

by the Council in its responses to the Inspector’s Matter 3: Key Issues, paras 2227; Matter 3: Burlington Parade, paras 24-27, 30-36 and 40-44.
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4.

The Council (Response to Objectors on Matter 2, at paras 74-78) explains that the
Commissioners draw incorrect conclusions from the LD12 and LD13 studies, and that
neither study provides the evidence for the AAP’s proposed hotel. The Council also
explains in that Response (para 78) that LD13’s survey results on visitors’ satisfaction
with accommodation in Bridlington are derived from 84 respondents who already visit
Bridlington and who were questioned at a single point in time. The survey findings do
not provide any evidence of the adequacy or otherwise of the overnight
accommodation in the town or of the demand for a hotel, and the LD13 report does not
say they do. The AAP proposes the hotel as part of the strategy to diversify the visitor
economy (which is presently dominated by repeat visitors), extend the season, raise
average spending per head and support the growth of the Spa’s conference and
events business. The LD12 study fully supports these objectives.

5.

The Council explains why the Harbour Top and Marina are the sequentially preferable
locations for the proposed hotel in its response to the Inspector’s Matter 3: Burlington
Parade at para 12 and to the Inspector’s Matter 5 at paras 34-35.

6.

The Council does not accept that the sequential approach is inflexible. BridTC9
applies only to major development in the principal town centre uses, with
‘major’ defined with reference to the scale of the town centre and development
within it (AAP, paras 4.17-4.18). The policy takes into account the timescales
for the delivery of Burlington Parade and the Marina (AAP, para 4.16), and it
provides for a sequence of locations for each of the uses, including within the
established town centre core and the Seafront.

7.

The Council explains why a sequential approach is justified by the evidence and is
consistent with national policy in its response to the Inspector’s Matter 5 at paras 1-13.
There is limited demand for new development for town centre uses in Bridlington’s
fragile market, and this resource needs to be directed to where the evidence shows it
will be the most effective in delivering the AAP’s objectives and recovering the town
centre’s vitality and viability. PPS4 observes the same principle in directing
development for town centre uses to town centres. The PPS4 Practice Guidance (para
7.18) recognises that there will be instances where it is appropriate to apply a
sequential approach within a town centre to enable the delivery of a plan-led
regeneration strategy that has clear priorities.

8.

The regeneration strategy delivers the changes – the new developments, infrastructure
and public realm – that the evidence shows are essential to arresting the town centre’s
decline and putting in place the conditions needed to recover its prosperity. The
developments that make these changes feasible need, for their deliverability, to absorb
the major share of the local economy’s capacity to accommodate new development. If
this demand is dissipated or otherwise lost to other developments, the town is very
likely to continue to decline.
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9.

BridTC10 is the companion policy to BridTC9 and makes provision for permitting
development that does not comply with the BridTC9 sequential approach where the
benefits compensate for the risks to the delivery of the AAP’s priority projects; and for
refusing development where the harm will be greater than the gains.

10.

The Council does not accept that BridTC9 is unsound because a CPO may be needed
to deliver the policy’s sequential preferences.

11.

One of the AAP’s purposes (AAP para 12) is to provide the basis for making the CPO
that may be necessary to deliver the AAP’s proposals. The Council explains the
justification in national policy in its Response to Objectors on Matter 1 at paras 5-7.
The AAP, at paras 5.28-5.31, summarises the considerations the Secretary of State
will take into account in deciding whether to confirm a CPO in the public interest.
These tests help to explain the AAP’s emphasis on evidence, its focus on identifying
and removing market failures, its economic, environmental sustainability and
community benefit objectives, and the Council’s concerns, in preparing the AAP, to
ensure that reasonable alternatives for delivering the AAP’s objectives have been
considered.

12.

The possibility that a CPO may be required is one of the reasons for producing the
AAP. It is not a reason for finding the AAP unsound.

13.

The Council also points out that the Commissioners have provided no evidence to
substantiate the claim that the assembly of land to deliver Burlington Parade will have
a detrimental effect ‘ultimately’ on the town’s economy. There is, by contrast, a great
deal of evidence to show that Burlington Parade and the Marina will deliver the
benefits intended for Bridlington and thereby lead to improved economic performance,
environmental sustainability and community wellbeing.

The Council’s Response to Objection 2:
BridTC12 – Development Statements serves valuable purposes that are not
covered by the pre-application process. There is no basis for contending that a
Development Statement could be counterproductive.
14.

Development Statements apply to major developments only. The AAP sets out the
purposes of the Development Statements in paras 4.68-4.69, and para 4.66 explains
that the Council will be proportionate in its requirements.

15.

The Council explains in its response to the Inspector’s Matter 5 at para 21 their
particular value in ensuring the delivery of BridTC11, and why the Development
Statements will help to overcome the weaknesses of the Design and Access
Statement process, particularly in respect of proposals in conservation areas. A
planning application, once submitted, leaves little scope for amendment.
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16.

The Council rejects the contention that Development Statements could be
counterproductive. The Council considers they are an critical tool for achieving the
AAP’s Strategic Objective 6 aim to improve the quality of the built environment.
Development Statements are essential to delivering the strategy’s aims.

The Council’s Response to Objection 3:
BridTC13 extends the Primary Shopping Area. It does not relocate it. The
Primary Retail Circuit directs and concentrates pedestrian flows across the
primary retail frontages, reinforcing the linkages between the town centre’s
principal existing and proposed retail anchors.
17.

The AAP’s unit shops scheme is 310 metres from the junction of Chapel Street and
King Street with Manor Street, and less than 200 metres from the primary retail
frontage already defined by the Local Plan’s Proposals Map (LD16). For less ablebodied people, the longest of these distances will equate to a walk of no more than five
minutes, and for able-bodied people a walk of three or fewer. The whole of the street
(Quay Road/Prospect Street/Manor Street) that connects the unit shops site to the
established shopping core contains a mix of shops and other town centre uses that is
very like the mix in the core of the town centre. Quay Road/Prospect Street/Manor
Street are already busy with pedestrians, and the AAP proposes to improve its
usability and appeal further. ‘Burlington Pavement’ will be created by widening the
public footway along the length of the street and providing new landscaping, street
furniture and lighting to befit one of the town centre’s best shopping streets.

18.

The Council does not accept, therefore, the contention that the Primary Shopping Area
will be relocated by Burlington Parade. It will be enlarged, not relocated. The addition
will be beneficial because it will generate many more customers for the town centre,
and give existing businesses access to these customers so they too can compete for
their trade. The town centre is declining because existing town centre businesses have
not got the collective strength to attract more than 27% of the catchment’s expenditure
on comparison goods. Burlington Parade’s developments, infrastructure and public
realm are laid out and sited so that the scheme will function as a fully connected and
permeable extension of the established town centre core.

19.

It is not correct to claim that a Primary Retail Circuit (PRC) already exists. As the AAP
(para 4.71 and Appendix 1, para 61) and Retail Study (SD06, paras 4.32-4.34)
explain, the absence of such a circuit is one of the factors that explains the town
centre’s poor performance as a shopping centre The lack of a PRC is explained by
the layout of the shopping streets and the absence of strategically located anchors to
generate footfall and concentrate pedestrian flows between them and across the town
centre’s primary retail frontage. Burlington Parade is laid out to restructure the town
centre and correct the long-standing shortcomings of the town centre’s plan form.
Other AAP policies reinforce the new structure with a public realm scheme that will
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define the PRC (BridTC5) and will give the Town Centre Seafront year round purposes
that are discrete from the shopping function of the town centre core (BridTC6).
20.

It is also not correct to suggest that the PRC will extend from Tesco to the Spa. The
extent of the Primary Retail Circuit is illustrated Plan 3.4(h) in the AAP, pg 55. The
Council accepts that the Proposals Map is difficult to read as printed, and will provide
A1 printouts in the adopted version of the AAP. The on-line version of the Proposals
Map does not present the same difficulties of legibility.

21.

The Council’s rejects the claim that the Harbour Top development cannot be delivered
without harming the Harbour’s operations. The Council provides the evidence that
refutes this claim in ED05, its response to the Inspector’s Matter 3: the Marina and
paras 30-36 and its Response to Objectors on Matter 2, paras 10-18 and Appendices
2.1, 2.2 and 2.5.

The Council’s Response to Objection 4:
The evidence shows that there is frustrated demand for small office space in
the town centre, and that its provision will support the growth of small officebased firms in Bridlington.
22.

The Council does not accept the contention that there is no need for small office space
in the town centre until inducements are offered to stimulate the growth of existing
small businesses and encourage start-ups. Provisions like business rates relief and
National Insurance holidays lie in the hands of central government in any case,
certainly at present.

23.

More sustainably for Bridlington’s economy, the AAP provides for a very significant
boost in demand for goods and services from small businesses by removing the
obstacles (the market failures) that stand in the way of the town centre’s development.
The delivery of the AAP’s strategy will generate a very significant uplift in customers
for the town centre, the construction of the developments will create many hundreds of
person years of employment, and Burlington Parade alone will create c 1,900
additional permanent jobs. The AAP’s provision for up to 800 new dwellings will put all
of these new residents within easy reach of the town centre’s businesses. All of these
new customers, employees and residents will generate significant levels of additional
demand for goods and services in the town centre, and local small businesses,
existing and new, will have the opportunity to compete for this additional demand.

24.

The AAP also provides a range of supply-side stimuli:
i.

Burlington Parade will unlock the ‘Catch 22’ (see AAP paras 2.36 and 5.10) that
frustrates the provision office space for small businesses, and provide modern,
well-specified, business space that will give small firms the kinds of premises
they need to operate efficiently and attract skilled staff;
6
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25.

ii.

the AAP’s access and movement proposals will reduce travel times into the town
centre by a choice of means of transport (BridTC7), provide modern parking
infrastructure (BridTC8), and create a more attractive and efficient operating
environment (BridTC3-BridTC8); and

iii.

BridTC19.2 provides for initiatives to up-skill the local labour market and to
market the town’s new opportunities for shoppers and visitors.

The quanta of office space promoted by the AAP is justified by the evidence that is
summarised in Appendix 1 at paras 10-36, and more briefly in the AAP itself at paras
4.92-4.96. The proposals will be delivered through Burlington Parade, although
BridTC14 encourages office development anywhere in the town centre subject to the
any risks that might be posed to the delivery of Burlington Parade.

The Council’s Response to Objection 5;
Housing development is needed to achieve the AAP’s regeneration objectives.
26.

The Council rejects the claim that there is no need for further housing in the AAP area,
that additional housing will blight existing property and that the economy’s doldrums
make the delivery of housing infeasible. The evidence on population and household
growth, the scale of the additional housing required to accommodate this growth, and
the part that housing must play in recovering the town centre’s prosperity
demonstrates otherwise. The fact that there may be as many as 1,000 dwellings on
the market does not provide evidence to the contrary, and in any event 1,000 dwellings
equate to a small percentage of total stock.

27.

The AAP explains fully why housing has an integral part in the regeneration strategy
(paras 2.18-2.19 and 4.98-4.104), and the draft NPPF (para 76, fourth bullet) signals
the Government’s intention to acknowledge the role of housing in delivering vital and
viable town centres (see PPS3, para 38). The Council provides further explanation in
its Response to Objectors on Matter 2, para 8.iii, and on Matter 3, paras 26-32.

28.

There is no need for a trade-off between land for parking within Burlington Parade and
land for housing. BridTC3 provides for both within a Masterplan that will deliver the
objectives of the policy return the benefits intended for the whole of the town centre.

Changes required to make the AAP Sound
29.

The objectors to Matter 5 do not respond to the Inspector’s request to set out what
changes they require to make the AAP sound.

30.

The Council infers that the changes the objectors seek, where the Council has not
already considered them in its other Responses to Objectors, are likely to be those at i.
and ii. below. The Council has considered and rejected changes to the AAP’s strategy
7
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that would remove the Harbour Top from Burlington Parade (Response to Objectors
on Matter 2, para 4.i) and would remove or reduce the AAP’s housing provisions
(Response to Objectors on Matter 3, paras 45-48).

i. Remove BridTC9 so that there is no sequential approach in favour of
the AAP’s priorities
31.

BridTC9 serves an essential purpose in enabling the delivery of the AAP’s
regeneration strategy. This purpose is consistent with national policy and justified by
the evidence in Bridlington, and it is deliverable. The Council considers, therefore, that
removing the policy would undermine the plan’s effectiveness.
ii. Remove BridTC12

32.

BridTC12 is justified by the particular circumstances in the town centre and in the
Quay Conservation Area in particular. Unsympathetic and poorly designed
developments have proved harmful to the town centre’s character and consequently its
competitiveness, both as shopping centre and as a visitor destination.

33.

The AAP will lead to a very significant increase in new development, much of it ‘major’
as defined by the AAP. It is essential that these developments contribute to the
delivery of the AAP’s objectives. There are weaknesses in the Design and Access
Statement process that the Council consider that the pre-application process alone,
notwithstanding its importance, will overcome. The Development Statements will
provide an essential tool in the particular circumstances of the AAP area for achieving
the AAP’s objectives. The Council therefore considers that the removal of BridTC12
would compromise the AAP’s effectiveness in delivering its objectives and achieving
the vision.
The Council’s Conclusions on Matter 5

34.

The Council concludes, in response to the Objectors’ grounds, that the AAP is sound
on the Matter 5 issues.
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Matter 6: Overall Effectiveness – the Objectors’ Soundness Issues
1.

The Council responds in this paper to issued raised by Objectors’ as to soundness
with regard to the Inspector’s Matter 6.

2.

Objectors claim the AAP to be neither justified nor effective in respect of the Matter 6
issues on the following grounds:
Objection 1

Objection 2

It is not clear who will deliver the developments and
infrastructure and the ‘partners’ are not all signed up:
a)

Yorkshire Forward would have funded the Marina but will not
exist after March 2012. There is no guarantee of other public
money to make up for this loss, and a partially implemented
scheme would be ‘worst case’ (R04, paras 1-4, 14).

b)

The Commissioners have not agreed to the Burlington Parade
and Marina proposals and the projects, therefore, are not
deliverable (R04, paras 15-17).

The AAP is too inflexible:
a)

The AAP does not ‘contemplate’ a fall-back position or remedial
actions if circumstances change (R04, para 19; R31, para 22).

b)

It is contrary to PPS4 which states that town centre policies
should be flexible so that centres can respond to changing
economic circumstances (R04, para 23).

c)

The risk that the redevelopment of Burlington Parade will not
be developed in line with the AAP’s regeneration strategy
increases with the complexity and precision of the development
management policies (R40, para 3.18).

d)

A partly implemented scheme is a major risk and would create
a ‘worst case’ situation for the Commissioners whose ability to
operate the Harbour and carry out their statutory duties would
be compromised (R04, paras 19-21).

e)

The Harbour is ‘location dependent’ and proposals for the
Harbour Top development have ‘limited the AAP’s flexibility by
making it essential to the operation of the harbour that the
Marina is delivered’. In light of the uncertainties and risks of the
Marina, the HC ‘do not feel any works can commence until a
1
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comprehensive scheme can be designed that can fulfil all of the
objectives within the AAP.’ (R04, paras 21 and 26)
Objection 3

BridTC10 is unnecessary, contrary to PPS4, self-contradictory
and adds to the AAP’s inflexibility:
a)

The policy does not adopt the ‘positive and constructive
approach towards planning applications’ required by PPS4
(R04, para 23).

b)

The policy imposes onerous and unnecessary restrictions on
applicants, including a requirement for developments that pose
a risk to the AAP’s strategy to demonstrate ‘need’ which is
contrary to PPS4, particularly when it has not been
demonstrated that Burlington Parade is financially viable or
deliverable (R04, para 23; R31, para 7; R40, paras 3.27-3.29).

c)

The imposition of the policy poses a risk to the future prosperity
of the town (R04, paras 22 and 24; R31, para 7).

d)

The AAP should be encouraging growth, not putting up
unnecessary barriers (R31, para 8)

e)

BridTC10 only relates to developments within the AAP area
and because it is densely developed and populated, the kinds
of proposals that BridTC10 applies to are unlikely to arise.
Therefore the policy is unnecessary. (R40, para 3.20).

f)

BridTC10 aim is to prevent harm to Burlington Parade, but is
unnecessary because BridTC3 is adequate for that purpose
(R40, para 3.23).

g)

The provisions of BridTC10 would be triggered even by a
proposal that would deviate slightly from the BridTC3
Masterplan. Development that contributes to the strategic
objectives of the AAP should not be ‘unduly constrained.’ ‘This
would be counterproductive having regard to the strategic
objectives of the AAP.’ (R40, para 3.24)

h)

BridTC10.1.b is ‘somewhat self-conflicting’ because it would be
‘nonsensical to require a development proposal within
Burlington Parade that did not comply with BridTC3, but
delivered BridTC3’s strategic objectives, to demonstrate that
there would be enough ‘need’ both to deliver the non2
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compliant proposal and those that BridTC3 promotes (R40,
para 3.24).
Objection 4

BridTC19 is not necessary because it merely confirms powers
the Council already has (R31, para 23).

Objection 5

BridTC20 is contrary to national policy because it would
override the GPDO (R31, paras 12-13).

Objection 5

The SPD is out of date and only adds to the AAP’s [already
unacceptable] inflexibility (R31, paras 17-18).

The Council’s Response to Objection 1:
The AAP makes clear who will deliver the proposals and how they are to be
funded. The Council considers that the matters still to be agreed with the
delivery partners are not ones of principle but of commercial matters and
technical details that are capable of resolution. Moreover, the AAP’s proposals
align with the objectives of each of the partners, and each stands to gain
substantially from their delivery.
3.

4.

The Council has set out its responses to these objections in full as follows. In each
case, the Council’s response cites the parts of the AAP that justify the proposals in
evidence and show they are deliverable:
i.

The Council’s response to the Inspector’s Matter 3 (Matter 3: Burlington Parade,
paras 24-27; Matter 3: the Marina, para 40-42);

ii.

The Council’s response to the Inspector’s Matter 6 (paras 13-16); and

iii.

The Council’s Response to Objectors on Matter 2, paras 10-18. Appendix 2.1 to
the Council’s Response on Matter 2 also shows the options, in addition to ED05,
for accommodating Burlington Parade in the Harbour Top, both without harm to
the Harbour and so as to create operating benefits. Each option shows that the
operational land lost to Burlington Parade can be replaced in advance of the
Marina’s delivery, and each will provide the Commissioners with new, purposebuilt facilities that will both replace existing facilities and add value.

The Council’s Response to Objectors on Matter 2, paras 10-18. Appendix 2.1 to the
Council’s Response on Matter 2 also shows the options, in addition to ED05, for
accommodating Burlington Parade in the Harbour Top, both without harm to the
Harbour and so as to create operating benefits. Each option shows that the operational
land lost to Burlington Parade can be replaced in advance of the Marina’s delivery, and
each will provide the Commissioners with new, purpose-built facilities that will both
replace existing facilities and add value.
3
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5.

ED02 part 1.4 explains that the Council does not rely on capital funding from Yorkshire
Forward (YF) for the Marina and never has. The fact that YF will be disbanded has no
bearing on the funding needed to cover the gap between the value of the AAP’s
developments and their costs. YF was able to finance the significant sums they
awarded to the Council to date (principally to finance the acquisitions by agreement to
assemble the Burlington Parade site) because the AAP’s regeneration strategy is
soundly based. The evidence shows it will be effective because the interventions it
proposes will lead to improvements in economic performance and the quality of place,
and because it will align with the objectives of the Regional Economic Strategy and
meet the public sector’s tests for value for money.

6.

If YF were to have awarded significant sums to the Marina, they would have had to
justify the investment on the rules applied by the Department for Business, Innovation
and Skills (for sums above £10m) and by HM Treasury (for £20m or more). The
process of securing the approval this approval was exacting and demanding. Even if
the Marina had passed all the relevant tests for the public sector’s value for money
(which YF believed it would), there would still have been no guaranteed that the sums
would have been forthcoming. There has always been huge competition for RDA
funds, especially prior to the announcement of the abolition of the RDAs.

7.

YF and the Council have explained to the Commissioners on a number of occasions
that YF’s funding for the Marina could only pass the BIS and HMT tests on the basis of
its catalyst effect on the deliverability of Burlington Parade. Burlington Parade creates
the jobs which are Government’s principal measure of value for money. The
introduction of Burlington Parade into the Harbour Top, coupled with the prospect of
the Marina, makes it feasible to deliver the types, scale and quality of development
proposed by BridTC3. Put simply, without the introduction of Burlington Parade into
the Harbour Top, there would have been no basis upon which YF could have justified
any significant contribution to the Marina’s funding. YF, like the Council, considered
the evidence showed that it was feasible to introduce Burlington Parade into the
Harbour Top in advance of the Marina with no harm to the Harbour’s operations
because the operational land and facilities could be replaced. YF would also have
insisted that this option remained open so that the pressing regeneration of the town
centre could proceed in the public interest.

8.

The Commissioners are therefore wrong to claim that there would have been a
‘guarantee’ from YF that it would fund the Marina that has now gone. This is not so.
While YF and the Council were confident that a convincing case to HM Treasury could
have been made out to support a contribution to the Marina’s capital costs, it would not
have been more than a contribution.

9.

There is no less certainty now, contrary to the Commissioners’ claim, with regard to
the Marina’s fundability. Indeed, because the Council’s expenditure from its reserves
(the fund that is ring-fenced for the town centre’s regeneration) is not subject to the
4
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same tests and constraints that YF’s would have been, the Commissioners can be
more confident of the Marina’s funding than they could have been with regard to YF.
10.

It follows that the critical considerations that bear on the Marina’s fundability, therefore,
are the same now as they always have been:
i.

the Council’s commitment to the Marina (ED02, para 1.4.2), together with the
Council’s credentials as a well-resourced, prudent and well-run local authority
(ED02, para 1.4.3);

ii.

the effectiveness of the AAP’s proposals (i.e., the evidence that the delivery of
the AAP’s proposals will lead to the outcomes set out in the AAP in Table 6.1,
thereby justifying the public sector’s investment);

iii.

the value for money of the public sector’s investment, measured principally by
the cost per net additional job created but also by the other benefits (AAP, paras
2.37iii, 5.3, 5.13-5.15 and 5.46; Appendix 3.1 to the Council’s response to Matter
3; and as outlined below at para 10); and

iv.

the fact, in drawing down other sources of funds, that Burlington Parade and
Marina are part of the AAP’s plan-led, comprehensive, robustly evidenced
strategy for restructuring the town centre, removing the market failures that have
dogged its performance and restoring the ability of market forces to respond to
its opportunities.

11.

The Council does not repeat here either the evidence it cites elsewhere to show there
are technical solutions for protecting the Harbour’s operations (e.g., ED05 and the
Response to Objectors Matter 2, Appendix 2.1) or the undertakings it has made to
finance the works to the Harbour and leave the Commissioners no worse off
financially. The Commissioners carry no risks with regard to the AAP’s proposals.
Instead, as the Council has shown, the Commissioners stand to gain substantially
(see, e.g., Response to Objectors on Matter 2, paras 12-18 and Appendix 2.5).

12.

The Commissioners therefore have no proper basis for insisting that the details of the
Marina’s design must be settled and agreed and its funding guaranteed before they
can agree to any changes to the Harbour.

13.

The Council does not accept that it is reasonable in the public interest to expect that
the whole of the town centre’s regeneration should wait for some guarantee to be
provided that the Harbour will not be harmed or the Commissioners’ financial position
injured. The benefits at stake to the wider public interest are substantial, and their
timely delivery is critical:
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i.
ii.

iii.
iv.
v.

the significant increase in trade for existing businesses and the stimuli for the
growth of the small firms sector;
the 1,900 much-needed permanent jobs and the several hundred person years
of construction work – in a town which suffers chronically high levels of
unemployment and low levels of economic engagement;
the wider and better choice of goods, services and homes for the growing
numbers of residents and rising catchment population;
the new parking infrastructure and public realm to serve the town centre; and
the improvements to the quality of the town centre’s built environment.

14.

Meanwhile, at the same time as insisting that the development of Harbour Top would
be harmful, the Commissioners are promoting an in-harbour alternative to the Marina.
They have, however, submitted no technical evidence as to the feasibility of this
alternative. It would not act as a catalyst for Burlington Parade and may put its
deliverability as proposed at risk. The Commissioners have not given any undertakings
or assurances to fund or deliver an in-harbour scheme. Moreover, the Commissioners
have continued to work with the Council, and agreed the findings of the technical
studies and have required evidence that produced the Marina footprint and layout the
AAP promotes. That was almost two years ago, and all subsequent work has either
endorsed or advanced this earlier evidence.

15.

The Council, in contrast, has set out the evidence to show that an in-harbour scheme
cannot in fact come close to accommodating both the immediate, demand for 250
sailing berths and also continue to serve the needs of the fishing industry and the
Harbour’s commercial users – still less that it will free land for the regeneration of the
Harbour Top or improve the Harbour’s integration with town centre). The RYYC,
whose support is critical to the success of any marina in Bridlington, objects to the
Commissioners’ in-harbour option.

16.

Despite the position adopted by the Commissioners, the Council confirms its strong
preference to work in partnership with them in wider public interest in their own
interests.

17.

However, it has to be said that if the Commissioners are uncooperative, the Council
will have to consider the available powers which it has, or may call upon, to progress
the regeneration of Bridlington in the public interest (ED02, para 1.5.2). The Council is
also confident, from the narrower perspective of the Harbour, that it would also be
acting in the interests of the Commissioners and the Harbour’s users.

The Council’s Response to Objection 2:
The Council maintains that the AAP is as is flexible as it can be and still deliver
the AAP’s objectives and achieve the vision.
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18.

Development plans are required by national policy to be flexible for a specific reason:
so that they have the greatest chance of responding to changes in circumstances over
time and remain deliverable. National policy does not require flexibility for the sake of
it, nor is its form one of universal prescription without considering the specific
circumstances.

19.

The AAP, consistent with national policy, is as flexible as is appropriate to deliver its
particular purposes (explained at length in the AAP and in various papers) in the
specific circumstances of Bridlington town centre and within the AAP’s plan period.

20.

The AAP is not a general action plan for guiding development in circumstances in
which the only tools needed are clear development objectives, site allocations and
aspirational policies for the development of the sites. As the Council has explained on
several occasions, the market had not responded to address the town centre’s
problems or to deliver its opportunities. This fact cannot be attributed to the lack of a
positive, flexible, land use plan or to the lack of clarity as to what the local planning
authority would be willing to permit by way of new development. The market has not
invested in the town centre because it cannot secure a return in line with its risks. It
can in other less sustainable locations that cater to the catchment’s needs. In other
words, the market has failed. The demand generated by Bridlington’s c 40,000-strong
resident population and the c 80,000-strong catchment population is being satisfied
elsewhere than the town centre or is being frustrated altogether. The consequences
are Bridlington’s persistently high levels of unemployment, the town centre’s
deteriorating built fabric and the numbers of town centre businesses that are unable to
make enough profits to keep pace with the preferences of the majority of those in the
town’s catchment or to keep their properties in good order.

21.

A general and flexible land use plan would simply not be effective and it is not what
Bridlington needs. One or two developments might come forward under such a plan,
but probably not because of the plan, nor would one or two developments be sufficient
to recover the town centre’s vitality and viability. Those arguing for flexibility have been
unable to explain why the market has not resolved the issues in Bridlington despite the
recent boom years.

22.

The AAP’s objectives are precise in order to be effective in the circumstances found in
Bridlington, and the AAP’s major projects provide for specific ways of achieving these
objectives because the evidence shows they need to do so. Where the AAP can be
flexible, it is – as with large parts of the Burlington Parade Masterplan that within
BridTC3. See the fuller response by the Council to the Inspector’s Matter 2, para s 2229 and to Matter 3: Key Issues, paras 1-7 and Appendix 3.1.

23.

The AAP also does not, for all these reasons, provide ‘fall-backs’, nor does it need to
since it is considered that the projects are deliverable. An AAP with ‘fall-backs’ would
be an AAP with, in effect, more than one strategy in the same plan. The fall-backs
7
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would be, by definition, the less-preferable (and thus less effective) alternatives for
achieving the AAP’s objectives.
24.

Two strategies in one would also undermine the effectiveness of two of the AAP’s
primary purposes: to provide the platform for concluding the agreements required to
deliver the plan’s major projects in the public interest (agreements with partners that
also satisfy their objectives as well as the AAP’s – ED02, para 3.7.1); and, if
agreement cannot be reached, to provide a plan-led basis for the Council to use its
powers to deliver the AAP’s proposals. The process of preparing the AAP has
established, as the report of the SA/SEA shows (CD03 and its appendices at CD04),
that the AAP’s strategy is the most in the circumstances of Bridlington.

25.

Instead of fall-backs, the AAP provides for triggers and milestones. Where triggers
cannot be met, the AAP provides the flexibility needed to change tack (AAP para
6.14). The AAP has been prepared over many years and has proved sufficiently
resilient over this period to accommodate a range of changes in circumstances that
have occurred, including the current economic circumstances and the demise of
Yorkshire Forward (e.g., see the Council’s response to the Inspector’s Matter 6 at
paras 43-45).

26.

For all these reasons, the Council does not accept that the AAP’s approach to
flexibility is at odds with national policy for the flexibility of plans in either PPS4 or
PPS12. On the contrary, the AAP provides the flexibility needed to achieve the
purposes of an AAP generally (PPS12, paras 4.7 and 5.4-5.6) and the specific
purposes of an effective regeneration AAP in Bridlington Town Centre.

27.

The Council also does not accept, having regard for the evidence, that there is any risk
to the Commissioners of a part-implemented Burlington Parade or Marina
development (Response to Objectors on Matter 2, paras 24-29), and on Matter 3,
paras 44-51). Indeed, the introduction of Burlington Parade in advance of the Marina
would deliver early improvements to the Harbour’s operations, deliver the very
substantial benefits for the town centre generated by Burlington Parade without any
delays arising from the Marina, and eliminate any risks for the Harbour that might arise
from unresolved uncertainties relating to the Marina. The draft Jacobs Report also
shows that there is an option of adding operational land for the Harbour to the south of
its existing footprint, again in advance of the Marina, and the Council happy to
consider that option in preference to the others if further work with the Commissioners
shows it is the most cost-effective and timely to implement all matters considered
(Council’s Response to Objectors, Matter 2, Appendix 2.1).

28.

The Council considers there to be no basis for the contention that the risks to the
delivery of Burlington Parade increase in ‘inverse proportion’ to the complexity and
precision of the AAP’s development management policies. The detail in BridTC3 is
limited to what is necessary to site the anchor uses and principal infrastructure,
8
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provide the basis for the use of CPO powers if needed, and to guide developers and
investors. In respect of the latter, it is critical that developers can be certain as to what
the Council will provide, and what other developers will be required to do to secure a
planning permission. This is all essential so that developers can gauge their risks and
can be confident that if they take up the site’s opportunities, they will secure a return
broadly in line with their risks. The AAP’s development management policies add no
further detail, save for what is essential to promote (BridTC9) the sequentially
preferable sites and protect (BridTC10) the developers take on the delivery of the
priority projects from other developments that would undermine their viability.
29.

The proposals for Burlington Parade are the product of a great deal of market
research, specialist advice, detailed masterplanning, engineering assessments,
highways modelling and financial appraisal. The Council has provided, for example, in
its response to the Inspector’s Matter 3 (the Attachments 3.2.1-3.2.3 to Appendix 3.2),
the evidence that the BridTC3 Masterplan is capable of accommodating the BridTC3
proposals, in each case achieving the partner’s objectives and delivering advantages
for each partner that would not otherwise be forthcoming:
i.

Parcel 1 A of the BridTC3 Masterplan (the Coach Park site) can accommodate a
variety of supermarket formats and that Network Rail is willing to dispose its
redundant sidings (making it possible for Tesco to fit a standard format store
onto the combined Coach Park and redundant sidings site); and

ii.

Parcel 3B of the BridTC3 Masterplan is capable of accommodating the Lords
Feoffees c 200 space car park

Council’s Response to Objection 3:
BridTC10 provides both essential ‘protection’ for the delivery of the AAP’s
strategy and its priority projects and a mechanism for granting planning
permission for unforeseen developments that could pose a risk to the delivery
of the AAP’s priority projects but would offer compensating benefits for the
town centre that outweigh the harm.
30.

BridTC10 is the logical counterpoint to BridTC9; it provides the mechanism in policy for
considering whether major developments that do not ‘comply’ with the strategy’s
sequential preference can be permitted. It applies not just to Burlington Parade, but to
each of the major projects that comprise the AAP’s regeneration strategy (BridTC3BridTC8).

31.

Just as BridTC9 follows the same principle that PPS4 adopts in directing town centre
uses to town centres (Council’s Response to the Inspector’s Matter 5, paras 6-7), so
BridTC10 follows the same principle that PPS4 adopts for assessing the impact of out
of centre developments on the vitality and viability of town centres. As the PPS4
Practice Guidance at para 7.18 acknowledges, there will be instances where it will be
necessary within town centres to ‘protect’ the delivery of priority projects.
9
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32.

To exclude the requirement in BridTC10 to demonstrate ‘need’ would strip it of a key
(and practiced) tool for effecting its purpose. ‘Need’ is one of the principal
considerations for determining whether a non-compliant project would diminish the
investment or spending required to deliver and sustain the AAP’s priority projects, and
is parallel to PPS4 Policy 16.1a and 16.1d.

33.

PPS4 requires no assessment of need within town centres because the policy is
generic: it assumes all town centre locations are equally beneficial (although it also
directs primary retail developments to defined Primary Shopping Area).

34.

Clearly, in the case of a regeneration strategy, all locations are not equal. Where there
is a regeneration strategy and it has robustly evidenced priority projects, or those
projects must be phased to be deliverable, then ‘need’ clearly comes into it, as the
Practice Guidance recognises.

35.

There is no reasonable basis to support the contentions that BridTC10 poses a risk to
the prosperity of the town or that it puts up barriers to growth.

36.

The opposite is the case in respect of both contentions. The evidence shows that the
AAP’s strategy is the most appropriate means of achieving the AAP’s objectives. It
follows that BridTC10, in ‘protecting’ the delivery of the strategy, plays a valuable part
in helping to secure the town’s prosperity.

37.

The evidence for the AAP sets out what the actual barriers to growth are, and that
these include long-standing market failures that have beleaguered the town centre’s
performance for decades. Market forces cannot remove these market failures
(Appendix 3.1 to the Council’s response to the Inspector’s Matter 3 explains why), and
the evidence shows that unless these market failures are removed, the town centre will
continue to decline.

38.

BridTC10 provides a mechanism both for permitting unforeseen development where
the evidence in its support shows that it could assist the town centre’s regeneration
(because its benefits outweigh the harm to the strategy in line with BridTC10.3b) and
for refusing development that would put the delivery of the strategy at risk but offers
insufficient compensating benefits.

39.

The Council does not accept that BridTC10 is unnecessary because major
development will not arise in the AAP area. The AAP’s delivery will, on the contrary,
lead to a substantial increase over the plan period in development interest in the AAP
area and it stands to reason that some of this may be ‘major’. BridTC1 encourages
development of that contributes to the AAP’s regeneration strategy. BridTC10 provides
a mechanism for permitting development that is beneficial to the strategy and refusing
it if it would be injurious.
10
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40.

Nor is it the case, as Tesco contends, that BridTC10’s provisions would apply should a
BridTC3 development ‘deviate even slightly from the BridTC3 Masterplan’, the
consequence of which would be to ‘unduly constrain’ ‘alternative strategies’ for
responding to BridTC3’s ‘strategic’ objectives. In the same vein, Tesco contend that
BridTC10 is ‘somewhat self-conflicting’ because it would require such a proposal to
demonstrate enough need both for the development and for the developments that do
comply within BridTC3 Masterplan.

41.

Neither contention is the case. BridTC3 is not a strategic policy, but instead a policy for
the comprehensive development of the site for a specific set of purposes. There is, of
course, the flexibility for development proposals to ‘deviate’ from what is a skeletal
Masterplan that fixes only the key anchors and infrastructure. Clearly, development
proposals that deviate to the extent that they would comprise key parts of the strategy
will not be acceptable (e.g., the delivery of the size and configuration of unit shops site
that the research evidence shows is required to satisfy the objectives of BridTC3, or
the delivery of the Gypsey Race park and avenue). In such cases, the provisions of
BridTC3 would be sufficient to provide grounds for refusing the development proposals
and BridTC10 would not come into play.

42.

Both contentions also show a misunderstanding of BridTC3. It is not a strategic policy
which needs simply to set objectives and give the market flexibility to respond.
BridTC3 could not be delivered were that the approach. As the Council has explained,
large parts of the site have been ineffectively-used and unsightly for a very long time
(LD16, Brid26, para 14.58) because the market cannot take up its opportunities in the
absence of the AAP’s approach. The AAP explains at para 3.5 why BridTC3 requires
the comprehensive approach the policy provides for.

43.

The Council proposes, below, a change to the wording of BridTC10 to clarify the
relationship with BridTC3.

44.

Finally, the Council rejects the contention that BridTC10 imposes an onerous or
unnecessary burden on developers. Nor can BridTC10 be ‘nonsensical’ because the
AAP’s regeneration strategy is not deliverable (the whole plan would be ‘nonsensical’
in that case and it is clearly not). The AAP promotes the regeneration strategy on the
basis of the evidence that it is deliverable. BridTC10 provides a mechanism for helping
to ensure it will be.

45.

The ‘burden’ of BridTC10 is only imposed on major developments that fall within the
provisions of BridTC10.1: that is, major developments that pose a risk to the delivery of
the strategy that is the AAP’s purpose.

Council’s Response to Objection 4:
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BridTC19 sets out the Council’s commitment to use its powers in the ways the
policy provides.
46.

The Council rejects the assertion that the Council does not need to set out in policy
how it will use its powers.

47.

The AAP places a heavy emphasis on how it will be delivered because of the nature
and range of challenges it must rise to and the types and range of interventions
required to deal with them. In the Council’s view, clear statements, in policy, on what
powers the Council will use and for what purpose are essential to building the market’s
confidence in the plan and maintaining the community’s support for it.

Council’s Response to Objection 5:
BridTC20 is wholly consistent with the provisions of Circular 05/05. The
Circular provides for the use of S106 obligations to prescribe development and
override the GDPO where it is necessary to make developments permissible
that would otherwise pose a risk to the AAP’s strategy.
48.

See paras B1-B6 of Circular 05/05. The AAP briefly summarises in para 5.59 the
instances where the Council will use S106 obligations in preference to planning
conditions to make an otherwise impermissible development permissible. Clearly the
Council would only seek a S106 obligation that removes otherwise permitted
development or changes of use where necessary to protect the AAP’s strategy and the
ongoing health and vitality of the town centre.

49.

Neither the Circular nor the law makes it illegal to override the provisions of the GPDO
where it may be justified in the circumstances.

Council’s Response to Objection 6:
The SPD plays an essential role in helping to deliver the AAP’s objectives.
50.

The SPD will be updated once the AAP’s examination has finished. It will be consulted
on a final time, and the comments received will be taken into account before a final
version of the SPD is published and adopted. The update of the SPD will also take into
account the designation of the Bridlington Quay Conservation Area that post-dated the
2009 draft of the SPD, and English Heritage will be closely involved. There will be an
opportunity to comment again on the SPD’s provisions at that time.

51.

The SPD provides design guidance, and only reduces the flexibility of the AAP insofar
as the SPD provides information that the Council will expect applicants to take into
account in preparing their development proposals. One of the AAP’s strategic
objectives is very substantially to improve the quality of built development and public
realm in the town centre, and the SPD has a major part to play in helping to achieve
this objective. The AAP covers a very small area, and all development has a significant
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impact on the character and appeal of the area – and therefore its competitiveness as
a place to live, visit and invest.
52.

Design quality in the conservation area is particularly important, where the obligation
upon new development is to protect and enhance its character. The SPD will provide
valuable guidance on how to design buildings to do this, and thereby ease the process
of securing planning consent. The SPD will also provide the detailed guidance needed
to assist applicants for major developments that fall within the provisions of BridTC12.

Changes required to make the AAP Sound
53.

Only one of the Objectors to the AAP on the Matter 6 issues responded to the
Inspector’s request to set out the changes required to make the AAP sound, and the
Council proposes the change at i. below in response. The Council infers that the
objectors consider that the changes set out below at ii. and iii. would be required to
make the AAP sound and responds accordingly.
i.

Remove BridTC10

54.

Although the Council rejects a change that would remove BridTC10 for all the reasons
set out (paras 29-4428-33) above and in its response to Matter 6 paras 40-42). The
Council accepts, however, that BridTC10 as drafted could create the kind of confusion
that it appears to have caused for Tesco.

55.

The Council therefore proposes the following change to BridTC10:
Amend BridTC10.1a and b and delete BridTC10.1c as follows:
a)

major development that is located outwith the sequential preference set by
BridTC9; or

b)

major development that is located within a sequentially preferred location
but could, because of its scale, siting or any other reason compromise the
delivery of the , could diminish the investment needed to deliver other
elements of the Regeneration Strategy;.

c)

Development within Burlington Parade that does not comply with the
Masterplan for it.

ii. Progress the Harbour Top only as part of the Marina (remove it from
Burlington Parade and include it with the Marina instead)
56.

The Council considered and rejected this change to the AAP in its Response to
Objectors on Matter 2.
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iii. Remove BridTC19
57.

The Council, therefore, considers no useful purpose would be served by removing
BridTC19, whereas there are benefits to the plan’s clarity in retaining.
iv. Downplay the SPD (remove the requirements in policy to take its guidance
into account) or drop the SPD altogether

58.

The Council considers the SPD to have an essential role in helping the AAP to achieve
its objectives for design quality and environmental sustainability – a role that is only
increased in importance with the designation of the conservation area. The SPD will be
updated, consulted upon again and the comments received taken into account in
producing the final version for adoption.

The Council’s Conclusions on the AAP’s Soundness on the Matter 6 Issues
59.

The Council concludes that none of the Objectors’ further statements have shown the
AAP to be sound on the Matter 6 issues. The Council is, however, pleased to propose
the changes to the drafting of BridTC10 as set out above in para 43.
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